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Abstract
The work proposes a general background of the theory of field inter-
actions and strings in spaces with higher order anisotropy. Our approach
proceeds by developing the concept of higher order anisotropic superspace
which unifies the logical and mathematical aspects of modern Kaluza–
Klein theories and generalized Lagrange and Finsler geometry and leads
to modelling of physical processes on higher order fiber bundles provided
with nonlinear and distingushed connections and metric structures. The
view adopted here is that a general field theory should incorporate all
possible anisotropic and stochastic manifestations of classical and quan-
tum interactions and, in consequence, a corresponding modification of
basic principles and mathematical methods in formulation of physical
theories.
The presentation is divided into two parts. The first five sections
cover the higher order anisotropic superspaces. We focus on the geometry
of distinguished by nonlinear connection vector superbundles, consider
different supersymmetric extensions of Finsler and Lagrange spaces and
analyze the structure of basic geometric objects on such superspaces.
The remaining five sections are devoted to the theory of higher order
anisotropic superstrings. In the framework of supersymmetric nonlinear
sigma models in Finser extended backgrounds we prove that the low–
energy dynamics of such strings contains motion equations for locally
anisotropic field interactions.
Our work is to be compared with important previous variants of ex-
tension of Finsler geometry and gravity (see, for instance, [7, 76, 74, 14]).
There are substantial differences, because we rely on modeling of higher
order anisotropic interactions on superbundle spaces and do not propose
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some ”exotic” Finsler models but a general approach which for trivial or
corresponding parametization of nonlinear connection stuctures reduces
to Kaluza–Klein and another variants of compactified higher–dimension
space–times. The geometry of nonlinear connections (not being con-
fused with connections for nonlinear realizations of gauge supergroups)
is firstly considered for superspaces and possible cosequences on nonlin-
ear connection field for compatible propagations of strings in anisotropic
backgrounds are analyzed.
Finally, we note that the developed computation methods are general
(in some line very similar to those for Einstein–Cartan–Weyl spaces which
is a priority comparing with another combersome calculations in Finsler
geometry) and admit extension to various Clifford and spinor bundles.
c© Sergiu I. Vacaru, 1996
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1 Introduction
The differential supergeometry has been formulated with the aim of getting
a geometric framework for the supersymmetric field theories (see the theory
of graded manifolds [19, 66, 67, 65], the theory of supermanifolds [126, 88,
13, 58] and, for detailed considerations of geometric and topological aspects of
supermanifolds and formulation of superanalysis, [33, 26, 72, 53, 120, 122]). In
this work we apply the supergeometric formalism for a study of a new class of
(higher order anisotropic) superspaces.
The concept of local anisotropy is largely used in some divisions of theoreti-
cal and mathematical physics [121, 56, 57, 78] (see also possible applications in
physics and biology in [6, 5]). The first models of locally anisotropic (la) spaces
(la–spaces) have been proposed by P.Finsler [38] and E.Cartan [29] (early ap-
proaches and modern treatments of Finsler geometry and its extensions can be
found, for instance, in [90, 7, 8, 74]). In our works [102, 103, 104, 106, 109, 113,
119, 116] we try to formulate the geometry of la–spaces in a manner as to include
both variants of Finsler and Lagrange, in general supersymmetric, extensions
and higher dimensional Kaluza–Klein (super)spaces as well to propose general
principles and methods of construction of models of classical and quantum field
interactions and stochastic processes on spaces with generic anisotropy.
We cite here the works [15, 16] by A. Bejancu where a new viewpoint on
differential geometry of supermanifolds is considered. The author introduced
the nonlinear connection (N–connection) structure and developed a correspond-
ing distinguished by N–connection supertensor covariant differential calculus in
the frame of De Witt [126] approach to supermanifolds in the framework of the
geometry of superbundles with typical fibres parametrized by noncommutative
coordinates. This was the first example of superspace with local anisotropy. In
our turn we have given a general definition of locally anisotropic superspaces
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(la–superspaces) [106]. It should be noted here that in our supersymmetric gen-
eralizations we were inspired by the R.Miron, M. Anastasiei and Gh. Atanasiu
works on the geometry of nonlinear connections in vector bundles and higher
order Lagrange spaces [75, 76, 77]. In this work we shall formulate the the-
ory of higher order vector and tangent superbundles provided with nonlinear
and distinguished connections and metric structures (a generalized model of
la–superspaces). Such superbundles contain as particular cases the supersym-
metric extensions and various higher order prolongations of Riemann, Finsler
and Lagrange spaces.
The superstring theory holds the greatest promise as the unification theory
of all fundamental interactions. The superstring models contains a lot a charac-
teristic features of Kaluza–Klein approaches, supersymmetry and supergravity,
local field theory and dual models. We note that in the string theories the non-
local one dimensional quantum objects (strings) mutually interacting by linking
and separating together are considered as fundamental values. Perturbations
of the quantized string are identified with quantum particles. Symmetry and
conservation laws in the string and superstring theory can be considered as
sweeping generalizations of gauge principles which consists the basis of quan-
tum field models. The new physical concepts are formulated in the framework
a ”new” for physicists mathematical formalism of the algebraic geometry and
topology [48].
The relationship between two dimensional σ-models and strings has been
considered [71, 39, 27, 96, 4] in order to discuss the effective low energy field
equations for the massless models of strings. Nonlinear σ-models makes up a
class of quantum field systems for which the fields are also treated as coordi-
nates of some manifolds. Interactions are introduced in a geometric manner and
admit a lot of applications and generalizations in classical and quantum field
and string theories. The geometric structure of nonlinear sigma models man-
ifests the existence of topological nontrivial configuration, admits a geometric
interpretation of conterterms and points to a substantial interrelation between
extended supersymmetry and differential supergeometry. In connection to this
a new approach based on nonlocal, in general, higher order anisotropic construc-
tions seem to be emerging [101, 107, 108]. We consider the reader to be familiar
with basic results from supergeometry (see, for instance, [33, 67, 126, 88]), su-
pergravity theories [41, 92, 125, 123, 124] and superstrings [54, 95, 63, 64].
In this work we shall present an introduction into the theory of higher order
anisotropic superstrings being a natural generalization to locally anisotropic (la)
backgrounds (we shall write in brief la-backgrounds, la-spaces and la-geometry)
of the Polyakov’s covariant functional-integral approach to string theory [85].
Our aim is to show that a corresponding low-energy string dynamics contains
the motion equations for field equations on higher order anisotropic superspaces
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and to analyze the geometry of the perturbation theory of the locally anisotropic
supersymmetric sigma models. We note that this work is devoted to supersym-
metric models of locally anisotropic superstrings.
The work is organized as follows: Section 2 contains a brief review on super-
manifolds and superbundles and an introduction into the geometry of higher
order distinguished vector superbundles. Section 3 deals with the geometry
of nonlinear and linear distinguished connections in vector superbundles and
distinguished vector superbundles. The geometry of the total space of distin-
guished vector superbundles is studied in section 4; distinguished connection
and metric structures, their torsions, curvatures and structure equations are
considered. Generalized Lagrange and Finsler superspaces and thears higher
order prolongations are defined in section 5. Section 6 contains an introduc-
tion into the geometry of two dimensional higher order anisotropic sigma mod-
els and an locally anisotropic approach to heterotic strings. In section 7 the
background field method for σ-models is generalized for a distinguished calcu-
lus locally adapted to the N–connection structure in higher order anisotropic
superspaces. Section 8 is devoted to a study of Green–Schwartz action in distin-
guished vector superbundles. Fermi strings in higher order anisotropic spaces
are considered in section 9. An example of one–loop and two–loop calculus for
anomalies of locally anisotropic strings is presented in section 10. A discussion
and conclusions are drawn in section 11.
2 Distinguished Superbundles
In this section we establish the necessary terminology on supermanifolds ( s–
manifolds ) [126, 88, 89, 58, 120, 53, 72, 13, 26, 33, 53] and present an intro-
duction into the geometry of distinguished vector superbundles (dvs–bundles)
[110]. Here we note that a number of different approaches to supermanifolds
are broadly equivalent for local considerations. For simplicity, we shall restrict
our study only with geometric constructions on locally trivial superspaces.
2.1 Supermanifolds and superbundles
To build up s–manifolds (see [88, 58, 120]) one uses as basic structures Grass-
mann algebra and Banach space. A Grassmann algebra is introduced as a real
associative algebra Λ (with unity) possessing a finite (canonical) set of anti-
commutative generators βAˆ, [βAˆ, βBˆ]+ = βAˆβCˆ + βCˆβAˆ = 0, where Aˆ, Bˆ, ... =
1, 2, ..., Lˆ. In this case it is also defined a Z2-graded commutative algebra Λ0+Λ1,
whose even part Λ0 (odd part Λ1) is a 2
Lˆ−1–dimensional real vector space of
even (odd) products of generators βAˆ.After setting Λ0 = R+Λ0′, where R is the
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real number field and Λ0
′ is the subspace of Λ consisting of nilpotent elements,
the projections σ : Λ → R and s : Λ → Λ0′ are called, respectively, the body
and soul maps.
A Grassmann algebra can be provided with both structures of a Banach
algebra and Euclidean topological space by the norm [88]
‖ξ‖ = ΣAˆi |aAˆ1...Aˆk|, ξ = ΣLˆr=0aAˆ1...AˆrβAˆ1 ...βAˆr .
A superspace is introduced as a product
Λn,k = Λ0×...×Λ0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
×Λ1×...×Λ1︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
which is the Λ-envelope of a Z2-graded vector space V
n,k = V0⊗V1 = Rn ⊕Rk
is obtained by multiplication of even (odd) vectors of V on even (odd) elements
of Λ. The superspace (as the Λ-envelope) posses (n+k) basis vectors {βˆi, i =
0, 1, ..., n− 1, and βiˆ, iˆ = 1, 2, ...k}. Coordinates of even (odd) elements of
V n,k are even (odd) elements of Λ. We can consider equivalently a superspace
V n,k as a (2Lˆ−1)(n+k)-dimensional real vector spaces with a basis {βˆi(Λ), βiˆ(Λ)}.
Functions of superspaces, differentiation with respect to Grassmann coordi-
nates, supersmooth (superanalytic) functions and mappings are introduced by
analogy with the ordinary case, but with a glance to certain specificity caused
by changing of real (or complex) number field into Grassmann algebra Λ. Here
we remark that functions on a superspace Λn,k which takes values in Grass-
mann algebra can be considered as mappings of the space R(2(Lˆ−1))(n+k) into the
space R2Lˆ. Functions differentiable on Grassmann coordinates can be rewritten
via derivatives on real coordinates, which obey a generalized form of Cauchy-
Riemann conditions.
A (n, k)-dimensional s–manifold M˜ can be defined as a Banach manifold
(see, for example, [68]) modeled on Λn,k endowed with an atlas ψ = {U(i), ψ(i) :
U(i) → Λn,k, (i) ∈ J} whose transition functions ψ(i) are supersmooth [88, 58].
Instead of supersmooth functions we can use G∞-functions [88] and introduce
G∞-supermanifolds (G∞ denotes the class of superdifferentiable functions). The
local structure of a G∞–supermanifold is built very much as on a C∞–manifold.
Just as a vector field on a n-dimensional C∞-manifold written locally as
Σn−1i=0 fi(x
j)
∂
∂xi
,
where fi are C
∞-functions, a vector field on an (n, k)–dimensional G∞–super-
manifold M˜ can be expressed locally on an open region U⊂M˜ as
Σn−1+kI=0 fI(x
J)
∂
∂xI
= Σn−1i=0 fi(x
j , θjˆ)
∂
∂xi
+ Σkiˆ=1 fiˆ(x
j , θjˆ)
∂
∂θiˆ
,
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where x = (xˆ, θ) = {xI = (xˆi, θiˆ)} are local (even, odd) coordinates. We
shall use indices I = (i, iˆ), J = (j, jˆ), K = (k, kˆ), ... for geometric objects on
M˜ . A vector field on U is an element X⊂End[G∞(U)] (we can also consider
supersmooth functions instead of G∞-functions) such that
X(fg) = (Xf)g + (−)|f ||X|fXg,
for all f, g in G∞(U), and
X(af) = (−)|X||a|aXf,
where |X| and |a| denote correspondingly the parity (= 0, 1) of values X and a
and for simplicity in this work we shall write (−)|f ||X| instead of (−1)|f ||X|.
A super Lie group (sl–group) [89] is both an abstract group and a s–manifold,
provided that the group composition law fulfills a suitable smoothness condition
(i.e. to be superanalytic, for short, sa [58]).
In our further considerations we shall use the group of automorphisms of
Λ(n,k), denoted as GL(n, k,Λ), which can be parametrized as the super Lie
group of invertible matrices
Q =
(
A B
C D
)
,
where A and D are respectively (n×n) and (k×k) matrices consisting of even
Grassmann elements and B and C are rectangular matrices consisting of odd
Grassmann elements. A matrix Q is invertible as soon as maps σA and σD
are invertible matrices. A sl-group represents an ordinary Lie group included
in the group of linear transforms GL(2Lˆ−1(n + k),R). For matrices of type
Q one defines [19, 66, 67] the superdeterminant, sdetQ, supertrace, strQ, and
superrank, srankQ.
A Lie superalgebra (sl–algebra) is a Z2-graded algebra A = A0⊕A1 endowed
with product [, } satisfying the following properties:
[I, I ′} = −(−)|I||I′|[I ′, I},
[I, [I ′, I ′′}} = [[I, I ′}, I ′′}+ (−)|I||I′|[I ′[I, I ′′}},
I∈A|I|, I ′∈A|I′|, where |I|, |I ′| = 0, 1 enumerates, respectively, the possible
parity of elements I, I ′. The even part A0 of a sl-algebra is a usual Lie alge-
bra and the odd part A1 is a representation of this Lie algebra. This enables
us to classify sl–algebras following the Lie algebra classification [59]. We also
point out that irreducible linear representations of Lie superalgebra A are real-
ized in Z2-graded vector spaces by matrices
(
A 0
0 D
)
for even elements and
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(
0 B
C 0
)
for odd elements and that, roughly speaking, A is a superalgebra of
generators of a sl–group.
A sl–module W (graded Lie module) [88] is introduced as a Z2–graded left
Λ-module endowed with a product [, } which satisfies the graded Jacobi identity
and makes W into a graded-anticommutative Banach algebra over Λ. One calls
the Lie module G the set of the left-invariant derivatives of a sl–group G.
The tangent superbundle (ts-bundle) TM˜ over a s-manifold M˜ , pi : TM˜ →
M˜ is constructed in a usual manner (see, for instance, [68]) by taking as the
typical fibre the superspace Λn,k and as the structure group the group of auto-
morphisms, i.e. the sl-group GL(n, k,Λ).
Let us denote by F a vector superspace ( vs–space ) of dimension (m, l)
(with respect to a chosen base we parametrize an element y ∈ E as y = (yˆ, ζ) =
{yA = (yˆa, ζ aˆ)}, where a = 1, 2, ..., m and aˆ = 1, 2, ..., l). We shall use indices
A = (a, aˆ), B = (b, bˆ), ... for objects on vs–spaces. A vector superbundle ( vs–
bundle ) E˜ over base M˜ with total superspace E˜, standard fibre Fˆ and surjective
projection piE : E˜→M˜ is defined (see details and variants in [26, 122]) as in the
case of ordinary manifolds (see, for instance, [68, 75, 76]). A section of E˜ is a
supersmooth map s : U→E˜ such that piE ·s = idU .
A subbundle of E˜ is a triple (B˜, f, f ′), where B˜ is a vs–bundle on M˜ , maps
f : B˜→E˜ and f ′ : M˜→M˜ are supersmooth, and (i) piE◦f = f ′◦piB; (ii) f :
pi−1B (x)→pi−1E ◦f ′(x) is a vs–space homomorphism. We denote by
u = (x, y) = (xˆ, θ, yˆ, ζ) = {uα = (xI , yA) = (xˆi, θiˆ, yˆa, ζ aˆ) = (xˆi, xiˆ, yˆa, yaˆ)}
the local coordinates in E˜ and write their transformations as
xI
′
= xI
′
(xI), srank(
∂xI
′
∂xI
) = (n, k), (1)
yA
′
= Y A
′
A (x)y
A, where Y A
′
A (x)∈G(m, l,Λ).
For local coordinates and geometric objects on ts-bundle TM˜ we shall not
distinguish indices of coordinates on the base and in the fibre and write, for
instance,
u = (x, y) = (xˆ, θ, yˆ, ζ) = {uα = (xI , yI) = (xˆi, θiˆ, yˆi, ζ iˆ) = (xˆi, xiˆ, yˆi, y iˆ)}.
We shall use Greek indices for marking local coordinates on both s–vector and
usual vector bundles.
2.2 Distinguished vector superbundles
Some recent considerations in mathematical physics are based on the so–called
k–jet spaces (see, for instance, [94, 93, 9]). In order to formulate a systematic
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theory of connections and of geometric structures on k–jet bundles, in a man-
ner following the approaches [128] and [75, 76] R. Miron and Gh. Atanasiu
[77] introduced the concept of k–osculator bundle for which a fiber of k-jets is
changed into a k–osculator fiber representing an element of k–order curve. Such
considerations are connected with geometric constructions on tangent bundles
of higher order. On the other hand for developments in modern supersymmet-
ric Kaluza–Klein theories (see, for instance, [92]) a substantial interest would
present a variant of ”osculator” space for which the higher order tangent s–
space distributions are of different dimensions. The second part of this section
is devoted to the definition of such type distinguished vector superbundle spaces.
A vector superspace F<z> of dimension (m, l) is a distinguished vector su-
perspace ( dvs–space ) if it is decomposed into an invariant oriented direct sum
F<z> = F(1) ⊕ F(2) ⊕ ... ⊕ F(z) of vs–spaces F(p), dimF(p) = (m(p), l(p)), where
(p) = (1), (2), ..., (z),
∑p=z
p=1m(p) = m,
∑p=z
p=1 l(p) = l.
Coordinates on F<p> will be parametrized as
y<p> = (y(1), y(2), ..., y(p)) = (yˆ(1), ζ(1), yˆ(2), ζ(2), ..., yˆ(p), ζ(p)) =
{y<A> = (yˆ<a>, ζ<aˆ>) = (yˆ<a>, y<aˆ>)},
where bracketed indices are correspondingly split on F(p)–components:
< A >=
(
A(1), A(2), ..., A(p)
)
, < a >= (a(1), a(2), ..., a(p))
and < â >= (â(1)â(2), ..., â(p)), (2)
For simplicity, we shall also write (2) as < A >= (A1, A2, ..., Ap) , < a >=
(a1, a2, ..., ap) and < â >= (â1â2, ..., âp) if this will give not rise to ambiguities.
A distinguished vector superbundle ( dvs–bundle )
E˜<z> = (E˜<z>, pi<d>,F<d>, M˜), with surjective projection pi<z> : E˜<z> → M˜,
where M˜ and E˜<z> are respectively base and total s–spaces and the dvs–space
F<z> is the standard fibre.
A dvs–bundle E˜<z> is constructed as an oriented set of vs–bundles pi<p> :
E˜<p> → E˜<p−1> (with typical fiber F<p>, p = 1, 2, ..., z); E˜<0> = M˜. We shall
use index z (p) as to denote the total (intermediate) numbers of consequent
vs–bundle coverings of M˜.
Local coordinates on E˜<p> are denoted as
u(p) = (x, y<p>) = (x, y(1), y(2), ..., y(p)) =
(xˆ, θ, yˆ<p>, ζ<p>) = (xˆ, θ, yˆ(1), ζ(1), yˆ(2), ζ(2), ..., yˆ(p), ζ(p)) =
{u<α> = (xI , y<A>) = (xˆi, θiˆ, yˆ<a>, ζ<aˆ>) = (xˆi, xiˆ, yˆ<a>, y<aˆ>) =
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(xI = yA0, yA1, ..., yAp, ..., yAz)}
(in our further considerations we shall consider different variants of splitting of
indices of geometric objects).
Instead of (1) the coordinate transforms for dvs–bundles
{u<α> = (xI , y<A>)} → {u<α′> = (xI′, y<A′>)} are given by recurrent maps:
xI
′
= xI
′
(xI), srank(
∂xI
′
∂xI
) = (n, k), (3)
y
A′1
(1) = K
A′1
A1 (x)y
A1
(1), K
A′1
A1 (x)∈G(m(1), l(1),Λ),
..................................................
y
A′p
(p) = K
A′p
Ap (u(p−1))y
Ap
(p), K
A′p
Ap (u(p−1))∈G(m(p), l(p),Λ),
.................................................
y
A′z
(z) = K
A′z
Az (u(z−1))y
Az
(z), K
A′z
Az (u(z−1))∈G(m(z), l(z),Λ).
In brief we write transforms (3) as
xI
′
= xI
′
(xI), y<A
′> = K<A
′>
<A> y
<A>.
More generally, we shall consider matrices K<α
′>
<α> = (K
I′
I , K
<A′>
<A> ), where K
I′
I
.
=
∂xI
′
∂xI
.
In consequence the local coordinate bases of the module of ds–vector fields
Ξ(E˜<z>),
∂<α> = (∂I , ∂<A>) = (∂I , ∂(A1), ∂(A2), ..., ∂(Az)) =
∂
∂u<α>
= (
∂
∂xI
,
∂
∂yA1(1)
,
∂
∂yA2(2)
, ...,
∂
∂yAz(z)
) (4)
(the dual coordinate bases are denoted as
d<α> = (dI , d<A>) = (dI , d(A1), d(A2), ..., d(Az)) =
du<α> = (dxI , dy(A1), dy(A2), ..., dy(Az)) ) (5)
are transformed as
∂<α> = (∂I , ∂<A>) = (∂I , ∂(A1), ∂(A2), ..., ∂(Az))→ ∂<α> =
(∂I , ∂<A>) = (∂I , ∂(A1), ∂(A2), ..., ∂(Az))
∂
∂xI
= KI
′
I
∂
∂xI′
+ Y
A′1
(1,0)I
∂
∂y
A′1
(1)
+ Y
A′2
(2,0)I
∂
∂y
A′2
(2)
+ ... + Y
A′z
(z,0)I
∂
∂y
A′z
(z)
, (6)
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∂∂yA1(1)
= K
A′1
A1
∂
∂y
A′1
(1)
+ Y
A′2
(2,1)A1
∂
∂y
A′2
(2)
+ ... + Y
A′z
(z,1)A1
∂
∂y
A′z
(z)
,
∂
∂yA2(2)
= K
A′2
A2
∂
∂y
A′2
(2)
+ Y
A′3
(3,2)A2
∂
∂y
A′3
(3)
+ ... + Y
A′z
(z,2)A2
∂
∂y
A′z
(z)
,
........................................................
∂
∂y
Az−1
(z−1)
= K
A′z−1
Az−1
∂
∂y
A′z−1
(z−1)
+ Y
A′z
(z,z−1)As−1
∂
∂y
A′z
(z)
,
∂
∂yAz(z)
= K
A′z
Az
∂
∂y
A′z
(z)
.
Y –matrices from (6) are partial derivations of corresponding combinations
of K–coefficients from coordinate transforms (3),
Y
A′p
Af
=
∂(K
A′p
Ap y
Ap)
∂yAf
, f < p.
In brief we denote respectively ds–coordinate transforms of coordinate bases
(4) and (5) as
∂<α> = (K
<α′>
<α> + Y
<α′>
<α> ) ∂<α′> and d
<α> = (K<α><α′> + Y
<α>
<α′>)d
<α′>,
where matrix K<α
′>
<α> , its s-inverse K
<α>
<α′>, as well Y
<α′>
<α> and Y
<α>
<α′> are paramet-
rized according to (6). In order to illustrate geometric properties of some of our
transforms it is useful to introduce matrix operators and to consider in explicit
form the parametrizations of matrices under consideration. For instance, in
operator form the transforms (6)
∂ =Ŷ∂′,
are characterized by matrices of type
∂ =∂<α> =

∂I
∂A1
∂A2
...
∂Az
 =

∂
∂xI
∂
∂y
A1
(1)
∂
∂y
A2
(2)
...
∂
∂yAz
(z)

, ∂′=∂<α′> =

∂I′
∂A′1
∂A′2
...
∂A′z
 =

∂
∂xI′
∂
∂y
A′
1
(1)
∂
∂y
A′
2
(2)
...
∂
∂y
A′z
(z)

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and
Ŷ=Ŷ <α
′>
<α> =

KI
′
I Y
A′1
(1,0)I Y
A′2
(2,0)I ... Y
A′z
(z,0)I
0 K
A′1
A1
Y
A′2
(2,1)A1
... Y
A′z
(z,1)A1
0 0 K
A′2
A2
... Y
A′z
(z,2)A2
... ... ... ... ...
0 0 0 ... K
A′z
Az

.
We note that we obtain a supersimmetric generalization of the Miron–
Atanasiu [77] osculator bundle
(
OsczM˜, pi, M˜
)
if the fiber space is taken to
be a direct sum of z vector s-spaces of the same dimension dimF = dim M˜, i.e.
F<d> = F ⊕ F ⊕ ... ⊕ F . In this case the K and Y matrices from (3) and (6)
satisfy identities:
K
A′1
A1
= K
A′2
A2
= ... = K
A′z
Az ,
Y A
′
(1,0)A = Y
A′
(2,1)A = ... = Y
A′
(z,z−1)A,
.............................
Y A
′
(p,0)A = Y
A′
(p+1,1)A = ... = Y
A′
(z,z−1)A, (p = 2, ..., z − 1).
For s = 1 the Osc1M˜ is the ts–bundle TM˜.
Introducing projection piz0
.
= pi<z> : E˜<z> → M˜ we can also consider projec-
tions pip1p2 : E˜<p1> → E˜<p2> (p2 < p1) defined as
pis1s2 (x, y
(1), ..., y(p1)) = (x, y(1), ..., y(p2)).
The s-differentials dpip1p2 : T (E˜<p1>) → T (E˜<p2>) of maps pip1p2 in turn define
vertical dvs-subbundles Vh+1 = Kerdpi
p1
h (h = 0, 1, .., p1−1) of the tangent dvs-
bundle T (E˜<z>) ( the dvs-space V1 = V is the vertical dvs-subbundle on E˜<z>.
The local fibres of dvs-subbundles Vh determines this regular s-distribution
Vh+1 : u ∈ E˜<z> → Vh+1(u) ⊂ T (E˜<z>) for which one holds inclusions Vz ⊂
Vz−1 ⊂ ... ⊂ V1. The enumerated properties of vertical dvs–subbundles are
explicitly illustrated by transformation laws (6) for distinguished local bases.
3 Nonlinear Connections in DVS–Bundles
The purpose of this section is to present an introduction into geometry of the
nonlinear connection structures in dvs–bundles. The concept of nonlinear con-
nection ( N–connection ) was introduced in the framework of Finsler geometry
[30, 29, 60] (the global definition of N–connection is given in [12]). It should be
noted here that the N–connection ( splitting ) field could play an important rule
in modeling various variants of dynamical reduction from higher dimensional to
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lower dimensional s–spaces with (or not) different types of local anisotropy. In
monographs [75, 76] there are contained detailed investigations of geometrical
properties of N-connection structures in v–bundles and different generalizations
of Finsler geometry and some proposals (see Chapter XII in [75], written by S.
Ikeda) on physical interpretation of N–connection in the framework of ”unified”
field theory with interactions nonlocalized by y–dependencies are discussed. We
emphasize that N–connection is a different geometrical object from that intro-
duced by using nonlinear realizations of gauge groups and supergroups (see, for
instance, the collection of works on supergravity [92] and approaches to gauge
gravity [98, 86]).To make the presentation to aid rapid assimilation we shall
have realized our geometric constructions firstly for vs–bundles then we shall
extend them for higher order extensions, i.e. for general dvs–bundles.
3.1 N-connections in vs–bundles
Let consider the definitions of N–connection structure [106] in a vs-bundle E˜ =
(E˜, piE , M˜) whose type fibre is Fˆ and piT : T E˜→TM˜ is the superdifferential of
the map piE (pi
T is a fibre-preserving morphism of the ts-bundle (T E˜ , τE , M˜) to
E˜ and of ts-bundle (TM˜, τ, M˜) to M˜). The kernel of this vs-bundle morphism
being a subbundle of (TE˜, τE , E˜) is called the vertical subbundle over E˜ and
denoted by V E˜ = (V E˜, τV , E˜). Its total space is V E˜ = ⋃u∈E˜ Vu, where
Vu = kerpi
T , u∈E˜ . A vector
Y = Y α
∂
∂uα
= Y I
∂
∂xI
+ Y A
∂
∂yA
= Y i
∂
∂xi
+ Y iˆ
∂
∂θiˆ
+ Y a
∂
∂ya
+ Y aˆ
∂
∂ζ aˆ
tangent to E˜ in the point u ∈ E˜ is locally represented as
(u, Y ) = (uα, Y α) = (xI , yA, Y I , Y A) = (xˆi, θiˆ, yˆa, ζ aˆ, Yˆ i, Y iˆ, Yˆ a, Y aˆ).
A nonlinear connection, N–connection, in vs–bundle E˜ is a splitting on the
left of the exact sequence
0 7−→V E˜ i7−→ T E˜ 7−→T E˜/V E˜ 7−→0, (7)
i.e. a morphism of vs-bundles N : T E˜ ∈ V E˜ such that N◦i is the identity on
V E˜ .
The kernel of the morphism N is called the horizontal subbundle and de-
noted by
(HE˜, τE , E˜).
From the exact sequence (7) one follows that N–connection structure can be
equivalently defined as a distribution {E˜u → HuE˜, TuE˜ = HuE˜⊕VuE˜} on E˜
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defining a global decomposition, as a Whitney sum,
T E˜ = H E˜ + V E˜ . (8)
To a given N-connection we can associate a covariant s-derivation on M˜ :
▽XY = XI{
∂Y A
∂xI
+NAI (x, Y )}sA, (9)
where sA are local independent sections of E˜ , Y = Y AsA and X = XIsI .
S–differentiable functions NAI from (3) written as functions on x
I and yA,
NAI (x, y), are called the coefficients of the N–connection and satisfy these trans-
formation laws under coordinate transforms (1) in E :
NA
′
I′
∂xI
′
∂xI
=MA
′
A N
A
I −
∂MA
′
A (x)
∂xI
yA.
If coefficients of a given N-connection are s–differentiable with respect to co-
ordinates yA we can introduce (additionally to covariant nonlinear s-derivation
(9)) a linear covariant s-derivation Dˆ (which is a generalization for vs–bundles
of the Berwald connection [21]) given as follows:
Dˆ( ∂
∂xI
)(
∂
∂yA
) = NˆBAI(
∂
∂yB
), Dˆ( ∂
∂yA
)(
∂
∂yB
) = 0,
where
NˆABI(x, y) =
∂NAI(x, y)
∂yB
(10)
and
NˆABC(x, y) = 0.
For a vector field on E˜ Z = ZI ∂
∂xI
+ Y A ∂
∂yA
and B = BA(y) ∂
∂yA
being a
section in the vertical s–bundle (V E˜, τV , E˜) the linear connection (10) defines
s–derivation (compare with (9)):
DˆZB = [Z
I(
∂BA
∂xI
+ NˆABIB
B) + Y B
∂BA
∂yB
]
∂
∂yA
.
Another important characteristic of a N–connection is its curvature ( N–
connection curvature ):
Ω =
1
2
ΩAIJdx
I ∧ dxJ ⊗ ∂
∂yA
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with local coefficients
ΩAIJ =
∂NAI
∂xJ
− (−)|IJ |∂N
A
J
∂xI
+NBI Nˆ
A
BJ − (−)|IJ |NBJ NˆABI , (11)
where for simplicity we have written (−)|K||J | = (−)|KJ|.
We note that linear connections are particular cases of N–connections locally
parametrized as NAI (x, y) = N
A
BI(x)x
IyB, where functions NABI(x), defined on
M˜, are called the Christoffel coefficients.
3.2 N–connections in dvs–bundles
In order to define a N–connection into dvs–bundle E˜<z> we consider a s–sub-
bundle N
(
E˜<z>
)
of the ts-bundle T
(
E˜<z>
)
for which one holds (see [94] and
[77] respectively for jet and osculator bundles) the Whitney sum (compare with
(8))
T
(
E˜<z>
)
= N
(
E˜<z>
)
⊕ V
(
E˜<z>
)
.
N
(
E˜<z>
)
can be also interpreted as a regular s–distribution (horizontal distri-
bution being supplementary to the vertical s-distribution V
(
E˜<z>
)
) determined
by maps N : u ∈ E˜<z> → N(u) ⊂ Tu
(
E˜<z>
)
.
The condition of existence of a N–connection in a dvs–bundle E˜<z> can
be proved as in [75, 76, 77]: It is required that E˜<z> is a paracompact s–
differentiable (in our case) manifold.
Locally a N–connection in E˜<z> is given by its coefficients
NA1(01)I(u), (N
A2
(02)I(u), N
A2
(12)A1
(u)), ...(N
Ap
(0p)I(u), N
Ap
(1p)A1
(u), ...N
Ap
(p−1p)Ap−1
(u)), ...,
(NAz(0z)I(u), N
Az
(1z)A1
(u), ..., NAz(pz)Ap(u), ..., N
Az
(z−1z)Az−1
(u)),
where, for instance, (N
Ap
(0p)I(u), N
Ap
(1p)A1
(u), ..., N
Ap
(p−1p)Ap−1
(u)) are components of
N–connection in vs-bundle pi<p> : E˜<p> → E˜<p−1>. Here we note that if a N-
connection structure is defined we must correlate to it the local partial deriva-
tives on E˜<z> by considering instead of local coordinate bases (4) and (5) the
so–called locally adapted bases ( la–bases )
δ<α> = (δI , δ<A>) = (δI , δ(A1), δ(A2), ..., δ(As)) =
δ
∂u<α>
= (
δ
∂xI
,
δ
∂yA1(1)
,
δ
∂yA2(2)
, ...,
δ
∂yAz(z)
) (12)
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(the dual la–bases are denoted as
δ<α> = (δI , δ<A>) = (δI , δ(A1), δ(A2), ..., δ(Az)) =
δu<α> = (δxI , δy(A1), δy(A2), ..., δy(Az)) ) (13)
with components parametrized as
δI = ∂I −NA1I ∂A1 −NA2I ∂A2 − ...−NAz−1I ∂Az−1 −NAzI ∂Az , (14)
δA1 = ∂A1 −NA2A1 ∂A2 −NA3A1 ∂A3 − ...−NAz−1A1 ∂Az−1 −NAzA1 ∂Az ,
δA2 = ∂A2 −NA3A2 ∂A3 −NA4A2 ∂A4 − ...−NAz−1A2 ∂Az−1 −NAzA2 ∂Az ,
..............................................................
δAz−1 = ∂Az−1 −NAzAz−1∂Az ,
δAz = ∂Az ,
or, in matrix form, as
δ•=N̂(u)× ∂•,
where
δ•=δ<α> =

δI
δA1
δA2
...
δAz
 =

δ
∂xI
δ
∂y
A1
(1)
δ
∂y
A2
(2)
...
δ
∂yAz
(z)

, ∂•=∂<α> =

∂I
∂A1
∂A2
...
∂Az
 =

∂
∂xI
∂
∂y
A1
(1)
∂
∂y
A2
(2)
...
∂
∂yAz
(z)

.
and
N̂=

1 −NA1I −NA2I ... −NAzI
0 1 −NA2A1 ... −NAzA1
0 0 1 ... −NAzA2
... ... ... ... ...
0 0 0 ... 1

In generalized index form we write the matrix (6) as N̂<α><β> , where, for instance,
N̂ IJ = δ
I
J , N̂
A1
B1 = δ
A1
B1 , ..., N̂
A1
I = −NA1I , ..., N̂AzA1 = −NAzA1 , N̂AzA2 = −NAzA2 , ... .
So in every point u ∈ E˜<z> we have this invariant decomposition:
Tu
(
E˜<d>
)
= N0(u)⊕N1(u)⊕ ...⊕Nz−1(u)⊕ Vz(u), (15)
where δI ∈ N0, δA1 ∈ N1, ..., δAz−1 ∈ Nz−1, ∂Az ∈ Vz.
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We note that for the osculator s–bundle
(
OsczM˜, pi, M˜
)
there is an addi-
tional (we consider the N–adapted variant) s–tangent structure
J : χ
(
OsczM˜
)
→ χ
(
OsczM˜
)
defined as
δ
∂yI(1)
= J
(
δ
∂xI
)
, ...,
δ
∂yI(z−1)
= J
 δ
∂yI(z−2)
 , ∂
∂yI(z)
= J
 δ
∂yI(z−1)
 (16)
(in this case I- and A–indices take the same values and we can not distinguish
them), by considering vertical J–distributions
N0 = N,N1 = J (N0) , ..., Nz−1 = J (Nz−2) .
In consequence, for the la-adapted bases on
(
OsczM˜, pi, M˜
)
there is written this
N–connection matrix:
N =N<J><I> =

1 −NJ(1)I −NJ(2)I ... −NJ(z)I
0 1 −NJ(1)I ... −NJ(z−1)I
0 0 1 ... −NJ(z−2)I
... ... ... ... ...
0 0 0 ... 1
 . (17)
There is a unique distinguished local decomposition of every s–vector X ∈
χ
(
E˜<z>
)
on la–base (12):
X = X(H) +X(V1) + ...+X(Vz), (18)
by using the horizontal, h, and verticals, v1, v2, ..., vz projections:
X(H) = hX = XIδI , X
(V1) = v1X = X
(A1)δA1, ..., X
(Vz) = vzX = X
(Az)δAz .
With respect to coordinate transforms (4 ) the la–bases (12) and ds–vector
components (18) are correspondingly transformed as
δ
∂xI
=
∂xI
′
∂xI
δ
∂xI′
,
δ
∂y
Ap
(p)
= K
A′p
Ap
δ
∂y
A′p
(p)
, (19)
and
XI
′
=
∂xI
′
∂xI
XI , X(A
′
p) = K
A′p
ApX
(A′p), ∀p = 1, 2, ...z.
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Under changing of coordinates (3) the local coefficients of a nonlinear con-
nection transform as follows:
Y <α
′>
<α> N̂
<β′>
<α′> = N̂
<β>
<α> (K
<β′>
<β> + Y
<β′>
<β> )
(we can obtain these relations by putting (19) and (6) into (14) where N̂<β
′>
<α′>
satisfy δ<α′> = N̂
<β′>
<α′>∂<β′>).
For dual la-bases (13) we have these N–connection ”prolongations of differ-
entials”:
δxI = dxI ,
δyA1 = dyA1(1) +M
A1
(1)Idx
I , (20)
δyA2 = dyA2(2) +M
A2
(2)A1
dyA1(1) +M
A2
(2)Idx
I ,
................................
δyAs = dyAs(s) +M
As
(s)A1dy
A1
(1) +M
As
(s)A2dy
A2
(2) + ... +M
Az
(z)Idx
I ,
whereM•(•)• are the dual coefficients of the N-connection which can be expressed
explicitly by recurrent formulas through the components of N–connection N<I><A>.
To do this we shall rewrite formulas (20) in matrix form:
δ
• = d• ×M(u),
where
δ
• =
(
δxI δyA1 δyA2 ... δyAs
)
, d• =
(
dxI dyA1(1) δy
A2
(2) ... δy
As
(s)
)
and
M =

1 MA1(1)I M
A2
(2)I ... M
Az
(z)I
0 1 MA2(2)A1 ... M
Az
(z)A1
0 0 1 ... MAz(z)A2
... ... ... ... ...
0 0 0 ... 1
 ,
and then, taking into consideration that bases ∂•(δ•) and d
•(δ•) are mutu-
ally dual, to compute the components of matrix M being s–inverse to ma-
trix N (see (17 )). We omit these simple but tedious calculus for general
dvs-bundles and, for simplicity, we present the basic formulas for osculator s–
bundle
(
OsczM˜, pi, M˜
)
when J–distribution properties (16) and (17) alleviates
the problem. For common type of indices on M˜ and higher order extensions on
OsczM˜ the dual la–base is expressed as
δxI = dxI ,
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δyI(1) = dy
I
(1) +M
I
(1)Jdx
J ,
δyI(2) = dy
I
(2) +M
I
(1)Jdy
J
(1) +M
I
(2)Jdx
J ,
................................
δyI(z) = dy
I
(z) +M
I
(1)Jdy
J
(s−1) +M
I
(2)Jdy
J
(z−2) + ... +M
I
(z)Jdx
J ,
with M–coefficients computed by recurrent formulas:
M I(1)J = N
I
(1)J , (21)
M I(2)J = N
I
(2)J +N
I
(1)KM
K
(1)J ,
..............
M I(s)J = N
I
(s)J +N
I
(s−1)KM
K
(1)J + ... +N
I
(2)KM
K
(z−2)J +N
I
(1)KM
K
(z−1)J .
One holds these transformation law for dual coefficients (21) with respect to
coordinate transforms (3) :
MK(1)JY
I′
(0,0)K =M
I′
(1)K ′Y
K ′
(0,0)J + Y
I′
(1,0)J ,
MK(2)JY
I′
(0,0)K =M
I′
(2)K ′Y
K ′
(0,0)J +M
I′
(1)K ′Y
K ′
(1,0)J + Y
I′
(2,0)J ,
................................
MK(z)JY
I′
(0,0)K =M
I′
(z)K ′Y
K ′
(0,0)J +M
I′
(z−1)K ′Y
K ′
(1,0)J + ... +M
I′
(1)K ′Y
K ′
(z−1,0)J + Y
I′
(z,0)J .
(the proof is a straightforward regroupation of terms after we have put (3) into
(21)).
Finally, we note that curvatures of a N-connection in a dvs-bundle E˜<z> can
be introduced in a manner similar to that for usual vs-bundles (see (11) by a
consequent step by step inclusion of higher dimension anisotropies :
Ω(p) =
1
2
Ω
Ap
(p)αp−1βp−1
δuαp−1 ∧ δuβp−1 ⊗ δ
∂y
Ap
(p)
, p = 1, 2, ..., z,
with local coefficients
Ω
Ap
(p)βp−1γp−1
=
δN
Ap
βp−1
∂u
γp−1
(p−1)
− (−)|βp−1γp−1| δN
Ap
γp−1
∂u
βp−1
(p−1)
+
N
Dp
βp−1
Nˆ
Ap
Dpγp−1 − (−)|βp−1γp−1|NDpγp−1Nˆ
Ap
Dpβp−1
,
where Nˆ
Ap
Dpγp−1
=
δN
Ap
γp−1
∂y
Dp
(p)
(we consider yA0 ≃ xI).
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4 Geometric Objects in DVS–Bundles
The geometry of the dvs–bundles is very rich and could have various applications
in theoretical and mathematical physics. In this section we shall present the
main results from the geometry of total spaces of dvs–bundles.
4.1 D–tensors and d–connections in dvs–bundles
By using adapted bases (12) and (13) one introduces algebra DT (E˜<z>) of dis-
tinguished tensor s–fields (ds–fields, ds–tensors, ds–objects) on E˜<z>, T =
T pp1p2....pzqq1q2...qz , which is equivalent to the tensor algebra of vs-bundle pihv1v2...vz :
H E˜<z>⊕V1E˜<z>⊕V2E˜<z>⊕ ...⊕VsE˜<z>→E˜<z>, hereafter briefly denoted as E˜dz.
An element Q∈ T pp1p2....pzqq1q2...qz , , ds-field of type
(
p p1 p2 ... pz
q q1 q2 ... qz
)
, can be writ-
ten in local form as
Q = Q
I1...IpA1...Ap1E1...Ep2 ...D1....Dps
J1...JqB1...Bq1C1...Cq2 ...F1...Fqs
(u)δI1 ⊗ . . .⊗ δIp ⊗ dJ1 ⊗ . . .⊗ dJq⊗
∂A1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ∂Ap1 ⊗ δB1δB1 ⊗ . . .⊗ δBq1 ⊗ ∂E1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ∂Ep2 ⊗ δC1 ⊗ . . .⊗ δCq2 ⊗ ...
⊗∂D1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ∂Dpz ⊗ δF1 ⊗ . . .⊗ δFqz . (22)
In addition to ds–tensors we can introduce ds–objects with various s–group
and coordinate transforms adapted to global splitting (15).
A linear distinguished connection, d–connection, in dvs–bundle E˜<z> is a
linear connection D on E˜<z> which preserves by parallelism the horizontal and
vertical distributions in E˜<z>.
By a linear connection of a s–manifold we understand a linear connection in
its tangent bundle.
Let denote by Ξ(M˜) and Ξ(E˜<p>), respectively, the modules of vector fields
on s-manifold M˜ and vs-bundle E˜<p> and by F(M˜) and F(E˜<p>), respectively,
the s-modules of functions on M˜ and on E˜<p>.
It is clear that for a given global splitting into horizontal and verticals s–
subbundles (15) we can associate operators of horizontal and vertical covariant
derivations (h- and v–derivations, denoted respectively as D(h) and D(v1v2...vz))
with properties:
DXY = (XD)Y = DhXY +Dv1XY +Dv2XY + ...+DvzXY,
where
D
(h)
X Y = DhXY, D
(h)
X f = (hX)f
and
D
(vp)
X Y = DvpXY, D
(vp)
X f = (vpX)f, (p = 1, ..., z)
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for every f ∈ F(M˜) with decomposition of vectors X, Y ∈ Ξ(E˜<z>) into
horizontal and vertical parts, X = hX + v1X + .... + vzX and Y =
hY + v1Y + ...+ vzY.
The local coefficients of a d–connection D in E˜<z> with respect to the local
adapted frame (5) separate into corresponding distinguished groups. We intro-
duce horizontal local coefficients
(LIJK , L
<A>
<B>K) = (L
I
JK(u), L
A1
B1K
(u), LA2B2K(u), ..., L
Az
BzK(u)) of D
(h) such that
D
(h)
( δ
δxK
)
δ
δxJ
= LIJK(u)
δ
δxI
, D
(h)
( δ
δxK
)
δ
δy
Bp
(p)
= L
Ap
BpK(u)
δ
δy
Ap
(p)
, (p = 1, ..., z),
D
(h)
( δ
δxk
)
q =
δq
δxK
,
and p–vertical local coefficients
(CIJ<C>, C
<A>
<B><C>) = (C
I
JCp(u), C
A1
B1Cp(u), C
A2
B2Cp(u), ..., C
Az
BzCp(u)) (p = 1, ..., z)
such that
D
(vp)
( δ
δyCp
)
δ
δxJ
= CIJCp(u)
δ
δxI
, D
(vp)
( δ
δyCp
)
δ
δy
Bf
(f)
= C
Af
BfCp
δ
δy
Af
(f)
, D
(vp)
( δ
δyCp
)
q =
δq
∂yCp
,
where q ∈ F(E˜<z>), f = 1, ..., z.
The covariant ds–derivation along vectorX = XI δ
δxI
+Y A1 δ
δyA1
+...+Y Az δ
δyAz
of a ds–tensor field Q, for instance, of type
(
p pr
q qr
)
, 1 ≤ r ≤ z, see (22),
can be written as
DXQ = D
(h)
X Q+D
(v1)
X Q+ ... +D
(vz)
X Q,
where h-covariant derivative is defined as
D
(h)
X Q = X
KQIArJBr |KδI⊗δAr⊗dI⊗δBr ,
with components
QIArJBr |K =
δQIArJBr
∂xK
+ LIHKQ
HAr
JBR
+ LArCiKQ
ICr
JBi
− LHJKQIArHBr − LCrBrKQIArJCr ,
and vp-covariant derivatives defined as
D
(vp)
X Q = X
CpQIArJBr⊥CpδI⊗∂Ar⊗dI⊗δBr ,
with components
QIArJBr⊥Cp =
δQIArJBR
∂yCp
+ CIHCpQ
HAr
JBR
+ CArFrCpQ
IFr
JBR
− CHJCpQIArHFR − CFrBrCpQIArJFR..
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The above presented formulas show that DΓ = (L, ..., L(p), ..., C, ..., C(p), ...)
are the local coefficients of the d-connection D with respect to the local frame
( δ
δxI
, ∂
∂ya
). If a change (3) of local coordinates on E˜<z> is performed, by using
the law of transformation of local frames (19),we obtain the following transfor-
mation laws of the local coefficients of a d–connection:
LI
′
J ′M ′ =
∂xI
′
∂xI
∂xJ
∂xJ ′
∂xM
∂xM ′
LI JM +
∂xI
′
∂xM
∂2xM
∂xJ ′∂xM ′
, (23)
L
A′
f
(f)B′
f
M ′ = K
A′
f
Af
K
Bf
B′
f
∂xM
∂xM ′
L
Af
(f)BfM
+K
A′
f
Cf
∂K
Cf
B′
f
∂xM ′
,
................
CI
′
(p)J ′C′p
=
∂xI
′
∂xI
∂xJ
∂xJ ′
K
C′p
CpC
I
(p)JCp , ..., C
A′
f
B′
f
C′p
= K
A′
f
Af
K
Bf
B′
f
K
Cp
C′p
C
Af
BfCp
, ....
As in the usual case of tensor calculus on locally isotropic spaces the transfor-
mation laws (23) for d–connections differ from those for ds-tensors, which are
written (for instance, we consider transformation laws for ds–tensor (22)) as
Q
I′1...I′pA′1...A′p1E
′
1...E
′
p2
...D′1....D
′
ps
J ′1...J ′qB′1...B′q1C
′
1...C
′
q2
...F ′1...F
′
qs
=
∂xI
′
1
∂xI1
∂xJ1
∂xJ
′
1
. . .K
A′1
A1K
B1
B′1
. . .K
D′ps
Dps
K
Fps
F ′ps
Q
I1...IpA1...Ap1E1...Ep2 ...D1....Dps
J1...JqB1...Bq1C1...Cq2 ...F1...Fqs
.
To obtain local formulas on usual higher order anisotropic spaces we have
to restrict us with even components of geometric objects by changing, formally,
capital indices (I, J,K, ...) into (i, j, k, a, ..) and s–derivation and s–commutation
rules into those for real number fields on usual manifolds.
4.2 Torsions and curvatures of d–connections
Let E˜<z> be a dvs–bundle endowed with N-connection and d-connection struc-
tures. The torsion of a d–connection is introduced as
T (X, Y ) = [X,DY } − [X, Y }, X, Y⊂Ξ(M˜).
One holds the following invariant decomposition (by using h– and v–projections
associated to N):
T (X, Y ) = T (hX, hY ) + T (hX, v1Y ) + T (v1X, hX) + T (v1X, v1Y ) + ...
+T (vp−1X, vp−1Y ) + T (vp−1X, vpY ) + T (vpX, vp−1X) + T (vpX, vpY ) + ...
+T (vz−1X, vz−1Y ) + T (vz−1X, vzY ) + T (vzX, vz−1X) + T (vzX, vzY ).
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Taking into account the skewsupersymmetry of T and the equations
h[vpX, vpY } = 0, ..., vf [vpX, vpY } = 0, f 6= p,
we can verify that the torsion of a d–connection is completely determined by
the following ds-tensor fields:
hT (hX, hY ) = [X(D(h)h)Y } − h[hX, hY }, ...,
vpT (hX, hY ) = −vp[hX, hY }, ...,
hT (hX, vpY ) = −D(vp)Y hX − h[hX, vpY }, ...,
vpT (hX, vpY ) = D
(h)
X vpY − vp[hX, vpY }, ...,
vfT (vfX, vfY ) = [X(D
(vf )vf)Y } − vf [vfX, vfY }, ...,
vpT (vfX, vfY ) = −vp[vfX, vfY }, ...,
vfT (vfX, vpY ) = −D(vp)Y vfX − vf [vfX, vpY }, ...,
vpT (vfX, vpY ) = D
(vf )
X vpY − vp[vfX, vpY }, ..., f < p,
vz−1T (vz−1X, vx−1Y ) = [X(D
(vz−1)vz−1)Y } − vz−1[vz−1X, vz−1Y }, ...,
vzT (vz−1X, vz−1Y ) = −vz [vz−1X, vz−1Y },
vz−1T (vz−1X, vzY ) = −D(vz)Y vz−1X − vz−1[vz−1X, vzY }, ...,
vzT (vz−1X, vzY ) = D
(vz−1)
X vzY − vz[vz−1X, vzY }.
where X, Y ∈ Ξ(E˜<z>). In order to get the local form of the ds–tensor fields
which determine the torsion of d–connection DΓ (the torsions of DΓ) we use
equations
[
δ
∂xJ
,
δ
∂xK
} = R<A>JK
δ
∂y<A>
, [
δ
∂xJ
,
δ
∂y<B>
} = δN
<A>
J
∂y<B>
δ
∂y<A>
,
where
R<A>JK =
δN<A>J
∂xK
− (−)|KJ| δN
<A>
K
∂xJ
,
and introduce notations
hT (
δ
δxK
,
δ
δxJ
) = T IJK
δ
δxI
, (24)
v1T (
δ
δxK
,
δ
δxJ
) = T˜A1KJ
δ
∂yA1
,
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hT (
δ
∂y<A>
,
δ
∂xJ
) = P˜ IJ<A>
δ
δxI
, ...,
vpT (
δ
∂yBp
,
δ
δxJ
) = P<A>JBp
δ
∂y<A>
, ...,
vpT (
δ
∂yCp
,
δ
∂yBf
) = S<A>BfCp
δ
∂y<A>
.
Now we can compute the local components of the torsions, introduced in
(24), with respect to a la–frame of a d–connection
DΓ = (L, ..., L(p), ..., C, ..., C(p), ...) :
T IJK = L
I
JK − (−)|JK|LIKJ , (25)
T˜<A>JK = R
<A>
JK , P˜
I
J<B> = C
I
J<B>,
P<A>J<B> =
δN<A>J
∂y<B>
− L<A><B>J ,
S<A><B><C> = C
<A>
<B><C> − (−)|<B><C>|C<A><C><B>.
The even and odd components of torsions (25) can be specified in explicit form
by using decompositions of indices into even and odd parts (I = (i, iˆ), J =
(j, jˆ), ..), for instance,
T ijk = L
i
jk − Likj, T ijkˆ = Lijkˆ + Likˆj,
T iˆjk = L
iˆ
jk − Liˆkj, . . .,
and so on (see [75, 76]).
Another important characteristic of a d–connection DΓ is its curvature:
R(X, Y )Z = D[XDY } −D[X,Y }Z,
where X, Y, Z ∈ Ξ(E˜<z>). From the properties of h- and v-projections it follows
that
vpR(X, Y )hZ = 0, ..., hR(X, Y )vpZ = 0, vfR(X, Y )vpZ = 0, f 6= p, (26)
and
R(X, Y )Z = hR(X, Y )hZ + v1R(X, Y )v1Z + ... + vzR(X, Y )vzZ,
where X, Y, Z ∈ Ξ(E˜<z>). Taking into account properties (26) and the equa-
tions
R(X, Y ) = −(−)|XY |R(Y,X)
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we prove that the curvature of a d-connection D in the total space of a vs-bundle
E˜<z> is completely determined by the following ds-tensor fields:
R(hX, hY )hZ = (D
(h)
[X D
(h)
Y } −D(h)[hX,hY } (27)
−D(v1)[hX,hY } − ...D(vz−1)[hX,hY } −D(vz)[hX,hY })hZ,
R(hX, hY )vpZ = (D
(h)
[XD
(h)
Y } −D(h)[hX,hY }−
D
(v1)
[hX,hY })vpZ − ...−D(vp−1)[hX,hY })vpZ −D(vp)[hX,hY })vpZ,
R(vpX, hY )hZ = (D
(vp)
[X D
(h)
Y } −D(h)[vpX,hY }−
D
(v1 )
[vpX,hY }
)hZ − ...−D(vp−1 )[vpX,hY } −D
(vp)
[vpX,hY }
)hZ,
R(vfX, hY )vpZ = (D
(vf )
[X D
(h)
Y } −D(h)[vfX,hY }−
D
(v1)
[vfX,hY }
)v1Z − ...−D(vp−1)[vfX,hY })vp−1Z −D
(vp)
[vfX,hY }
)vpZ,
R(vfX, vpY )hZ = (D
(vf )
[X D
(vp)
Y } −D(v1)[vfX,vpY })hZ − ...
−D(vz−1)[vfX,vpY } −D
(vz)
[vfX,vpY }
)hZ,
R(vfX, vqY )vpZ = (D
(vf )
[X D
(vq)
Y } −D(v1)[vfX,vqY })v1Z − ...
−D(vp−1)[vfX,vqY })vp−1Z −D
(vp)
[vfX,vqY }
)vpZ,
where
D
(h)
[XD
(h)
Y } = D
(h)
X D
(h)
Y − (−)|XY |D(h)Y D(h)X ,
D
(h)
[XD
(vp)
Y } = D
(h)
X D
(vp)
Y − (−)|XvpY |D(vp)Y D(h)X ,
D
(vp)
[X D
(h)
Y } = D
(vp)
X D
(h)
Y − (−)|vpXY |D(h)Y D(vp)X ,
D
(vf )
[X D
(vp)
Y } = D
(vf )
X D
(vp)
Y − (−)|vfXvpY |D(vp)Y D(vf )X .
The local components of the ds–tensor fields (27) are introduced as follows:
R(δK , δJ)δH = RH
I
JKδI , R(δK , δJ)δ<B> = R
.<A>
<B>.JKδ<A>, (28)
R(δ<C>, δK)δJ = P
I
JK<C>δI , R (δ<C>, δK) δ<B> = P
.<A>
<B>.K<C>δ<A>,
R(δ<C>, δ<B>)δJ = S
.I
J.<B><C>δI , R(δ<D>, δ<C>)δ<B> = S
.<A>
<B>.<C><D>δ<A>.
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Putting the components of a d–connection DΓ = (L, ..., L(p), ..., C, ..., C(p), ...)
in (28), by a direct computation, we obtain these locally adapted components
of the curvature (curvatures):
RH
I
JK = δKL
I
HJ − (−)|KJ |δJLIHK+
LMHJL
I
MK − (−)|KJ |LMHKLIMJ + CIH<A>R<A>JK ,
R·<A><B>·JK = δKL
<A>
<B>J − (−)|KJ |δJL<A><B>K+
L<C><B>JL
<A>
<C>K − (−)|KJ |L<C><B>K + C<A><B><C>R<C>JK ,
P ·IJ ·K<A> = δ<A>L
I
JK − CIJ<A>|K + CIJ<B>P<B>K<A>, (29)
P<B>
<A>
K<C> = δ<C>L
<A>
<B>K−C<A><B><C>|K+C<A><B><D>P<D>K<C>,
S ·IJ ·<B><C> = δ<C>C
I
J<B> − (−)|<B><C>|δ<B>CIJ<C>+
C<H>J<B>C
I
<H><C> − (−)|<B><C>|C<H>J<C>CI<H><B>,
S<B>
<A>
<C><D> = δ<D>C
<A>
<B><C> − (−)|<C><D>|δ<C>C<A><B><D>+
C<E><B><C>C
<A>
<E><D> − (−)|<C><D>|C<E><B><D>C<A><E><C>.
Even and odd components of curvatures (29) can be written out by splitting
indices into even and odd parts, for instance,
Rh
i
jk = δkL
i
hj − δjLihk + LmhjLimk − LmhkLimj + C ih<a>R<a>jk,
Rh
i
jkˆ = δkˆL
i
hj + δjL
i
hkˆ + L
m
hjL
i
mkˆ + L
m
hkˆL
i
mj + C
i
h<a>R
<a>
jkˆ , . . ..
(we omit formulas for the even–odd components of curvatures because we shall
not use them in this work).
4.3 Bianchi and Ricci identities
The torsions and curvatures of every linear connection D on a vs–bundle E˜<z>
satisfy the following generalized Bianchi identities:∑
SC
[(DXT )(Y, Z)− R(X, Y )Z + T (T (X, Y ), Z)] = 0,
∑
SC
[(DXR)(U, Y, Z) +R(T (X, Y )Z)U ] = 0, (30)
where
∑
SC means the respective supersymmretric cyclic sum over X, Y, Z and
U. If D is a d–connection, then by using (26) and
vp(DXR)(U, Y, hZ) = 0, h(DXR(U, Y, vpZ) = 0, vf(DXR)(U, Y, vpZ) = 0,
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the identities (30) become∑
SC
[h(DXT )(Y, Z)− hR(X, Y )Z + hT (hT (X, Y ), Z)+
hT (v1T (X, Y ), Z) + ... + hT (vzT (X, Y ), Z)] = 0,∑
SC
[vf (DXT )(Y, Z)− vfR(X, Y )Z+
vfT (hT (X, Y ), Z)+
∑
p≥f
vfT (vpT (X, Y ), Z)] = 0,
∑
SC
[h(DXR)(U, Y, Z) + hR(hT (X, Y ), Z)U+
hR(v1T (X, Y ), Z)U + ... + hR(vzT (X, Y ), Z)U ] = 0,∑
SC
[vf(DXR)(U, Y, Z) + vfR(hT (X, Y ), Z)U+∑
p≥f
vfR(vpT (X, Y ), Z)U ] = 0. (31)
In order to get the component form of these identities we insert correspond-
ingly in (31) these values of triples (X, Y, Z), (= (δJ , δK , δL), or
(δ<D>, δ<C>, δ<B>)), and put successively U = δH and U = δ<A>. Taking into
account (24),(25) and (27),(28) we obtain:∑
SC[L,K,J}
[T IJK|H + T
M
JKT
J
HM +R
<A>
JKC
I
H<A> − RJ IKH ] = 0,
∑
SC[L,K,J}
[R<A>JK|H + T
M
JKR
<A>
HM +R
<B>
JKP
<A>
H<B>] = 0,
CIJ<B>|K − (−)|JK|CIK<B>|J − T IJK|<B> + CMJ<B>T IKM−
(−)|JK|CMK<B>T IJM + TMJKCIM<B> + P<D>J<B>CIK<D>
−(−)|KJ |P<D>K<B>CIJ<D> + PJ IK<B> − (−)|KJ |PKIJ<B> = 0,
P<A>J<B>|K − (−)|KJ |P<A>K<B>|J − R<A>JK⊥<B> + CMJ<B>R<A>KM−
(−)|KJ |CMK<B>R<A>JM + TMJKP<A>M<B> + P<D>J<B>P<A>K<D>−
(−)|KJ |P<D>K<B>P<A>J<D> −R<D>JKS<A>B<D> +R·<A><B>·JK = 0,
CIJ<B>⊥<C> − (−)|<B><C>|CIJ<C>⊥<B> + CMJ<C>CIM<B>−
(−)|<B><C>|CMJ<B>CIM<C> + S<D><B><C>CIJ<D> − S ·IJ ·<B><C> = 0,
P<A>J<B>⊥<C> − (−)|<B><C>|P<A>J<C>⊥<B>+
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S<A><B><C>|J + C
M
J<C>P
<A>
M<B>−
(−)|<B><C>|CMJ<B>P<A>M<C> + P<D>J<B>S<A><C><D>−
(−)|<C><B>|P<D>J<C>S<A><B><D> + S<D><B><C>P<A>J<D>+
P<B>
<A>
J<C> − (−)|<C><B>|P<C><A>J<B> = 0,∑
SC[<B>,<C>,<D>}
[S<A><B><C>⊥<D>+
S<F><B><C>S
<A>
<D><F> − S<B><A><C><D>] = 0,∑
SC[H,J,L}
[RK
I
HJ |L − TMHJRKILM − R<A>HJP ·IK·L<A>] = 0,
∑
SC[H,J,L}
[R·<A><D>·HJ |L − TMHJR·<A><D>·LM − R<C>HJP<D><A>L<C>] = 0,
P ·IK·J<D>|L − (−)|LJ |P ·IK·L<D>|J +RKILJ⊥<D> + CML<D>RKIJM−
(−)|LJ |CMJ<D>RKILM − TMJLP ·IK·M<D>+
P<A>L<D>P
·I
K·J<A> − (−)|LJ |P<A>J<D>P ·IK·L<A> − R<A>JLS ·IK·<A><D> = 0,
P<C>
<A>
J<D>|L − (−)|LJ |P<C><A>L<D>|J +R·<A><C>·LJ |<D>+
CML<D>R<C>
<A>
JM − (−)|LJ |CMJ<D>R<C><A>LM−
TMJLP<C>
<A>
M<D> + P
<F>
L<D>P<C>
<A>
J<F>−
(−)|LJ |P<F>J<D>P<C><A>L<F> −R<F>JLS<C><A>F<D> = 0,
P ·IK·J<D>⊥<C> − (−)|<C><D>|P ·IK·J<C>⊥<D> + SKI<D><C>|J+
CMJ<D>P
·I
K·M<C> − (−)|<C><D>|CMJ<C>P ·IK·M<D>+
P<A>J<C>S
·I
K·<D><A> − (−)|<C><D>|P<A>J<D>S ·IK·<C><A>+
S<A><C><D>P
·I
K·J<A> = 0,
P<B>
<A>
J<D>⊥<C> − (−)|<C><D>|P<B><A>J<C>⊥<D> + S<B><A><C><D>|J+
CMJ<D>P<B>
<A>
M<C> − (−)|<C><D>|CMJ<C>P<B><A>M<D>+
P<F>J<C>S<B>
<A>
<D><F> − (−)|<C><D>|P<F>J<D>S<B><A><C><F>+
S<F><C><D>P<B>
<A>
J<F> = 0,∑
SC[<B>,<C>,<D>}
[S .IK.<B><C>⊥<D> − S<A>.<B><C>S .IK.<D><A>] = 0,
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∑
SC[<B>,<C>,<D>}
[S .<A><F>.<B><C>⊥<D> − S<E>.<B><C>S .<A><F>.<E><A>] = 0,
where
∑
SC[<B>,<C>,<D>}
is the supersymmetric cyclic sum over indices < B >,
< C >,< D > .
As a consequence of a corresponding arrangement of (27) we obtain the Ricci
identities (for simplicity we establish them only for ds–vector fields, although
they may be written for every ds-tensor field):
D
(h)
[XD
(h)
Y }hZ = R(hX, hY )hZ +D
(h)
[hX,hY }hZ +
z∑
f=1
D
(vf )
[hX,hY }hZ, (32)
D
(vp)
[X D
(h)
Y }hZ = R(vpX, hY )hZ +D
(h)
[vpX,hY }
hZ +
z∑
f=1
D
(vf )
[vpX,hY }
hZ,
D
(vp)
[X D
(vP )
Y } = R(vpX, vpY )hZ +
z∑
f=1
D
(vf )
[vpX,vpY }
hZ
and
D
(h)
[XD
(h)
Y }vpZ = R(hX, hY )vpZ +D
(h)
[hX,hY }vpZ +
z∑
f=1
D
(vf )
[hX,hY }vpZ, (33)
D
(vf )
[X D
(h)
Y }vpZ = R(vfX, hY )vpZ +
z∑
q=1
D
(vq)
[vfX,hY }
vpZ +
z∑
q=1
D
(vq)
[vfX,hY }
vpZ,
D
(vq)
[X D
(vf )
Y } vpZ = R(vqX, vfY )vpZ +
z∑
s=1
D
(vs)
[vfX,vfY }
vpZ.
Putting X = XI(u) δ
δxI
+X<A>(u) δ
∂y<A>
and taking into account the local form
of the h- and v-covariant s-derivatives and (24),(25),(27),(28) we can express
respectively identities (32) and (33) in this form:
X<A>|K|L − (−)|KL|X<A>|L|K =
R<B>
<A>
KLX
<B> − THKLX<A>|H − R<B>KLX<A>⊥<B>,
XI |K⊥<D> − (−)|K<D>|XI⊥<D>|K =
P ·IH·K<D>X
H − CHK<D>XI |H − P<A>K<D>XI⊥<A>,
XI⊥<B>⊥<C> − (−)|<B><C>|XI⊥<C>⊥<B> =
S ·IH·<B><C>X
H − S<A><B><C>XI⊥<A>
and
X<A>|K|L − (−)|KL|X<A>|L|K =
29
R<B>
<A>
KLX
<B> − THKLX<A>|H − R<B>KLX<A>⊥<B>,
X<A>|K⊥<B> − (−)|<B>K|X<A>⊥<B>|K =
P<B>
<A>
KCX
C − CHK<B>X<A>|H − P<D>K<B>X<A>⊥<D>,
X<A>⊥<B>⊥<C> − (−)|<C><B>|X<A>⊥<C>⊥<B> =
S<D>
<A>
<B><C>X
<D> − S<D><B><C>X<A>⊥<D>.
We note that the above presented formulas [110] generalize for higher order
anisotropy the similar ones for locally anisotropic superspaces [106].
4.4 Cartan structure equations in dvs–bundles
Let consider a ds–tensor field on E˜<z>:
t = tI<A>δI⊗δ<A>.
The d-connection 1-forms ωIJ and ω˜
<A>
<B> are introduced as
Dt = (DtI<A>)δI⊗δ<A>
with
DtI<A> = dt
I
<A> + ω
I
Jt
J
<A> − ω˜<B><A>tI<B> = tI<A>|JdxJ + tI<A>⊥<B>δy<B>.
For the d-connection 1-forms of a d-connection D on E˜<z> defined by ωIJ and
ω˜<A><B> one holds the following structure equations:
d(dI)− dH ∧ ωIH = −Ω, d(δ<A>)− δ<B> ∧ ω˜<A><B> = −Ω˜<A>,
dωIJ − ωHJ ∧ ωIH = −ΩIJ , dω˜<A><B> − ω˜<C><B> ∧ ω˜<A><C> = −Ω˜<A><B>,
in which the torsion 2-forms ΩI and Ω˜<A> are given respectively by formulas:
ΩI =
1
2
T IJKd
J ∧ dK + 1
2
CIJ<C>d
J ∧ δ<C>,
Ω˜<A> =
1
2
R<A>JKd
J∧dK+1
2
P<A>J<C>d
J∧δ<C>+1
2
S<A><B><C>δ
<B>∧δ<C>,
and
ΩIJ =
1
2
RJ
I
KHd
K ∧ dH + 1
2
P ·IJ ·K<C>d
K ∧ δ<C> + 1
2
S ·IJ ·K<C>δ
<B> ∧ δ<C>,
Ω˜<A><B> =
1
2
R·<A><B>·KHd
K ∧ dH+
1
2
P<B>
<A>
K<C>d
K ∧ δ<C> + 1
2
S<B>
<A>
<C><D>δ
<C> ∧ δ<D>.
We have defined the exterior product on s–space to satisfy the property
δ<α> ∧ δ<β> = −(−)|<α><β>|δ<β> ∧ δ<α>.
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4.5 Metrics in dvs–bundles
The base M˜ of dvs–bundle E˜<z>is considered to be a connected and paracom-
pact s–manifold.
A metric structure on the total space E˜<z> of a dvs-bundle E˜<z>is a super-
symmetric, second order, covariant s–tensor field
G = G<α><β>∂
<α> ⊗ ∂<β>
which in every point u ∈ E˜<z> is given by nondegenerate supersymmetric matrix
G<α><β> = G(∂<α>, ∂<β>) (with nonvanishing superdeterminant, sdetG 6=
0).
The metric and N–connection structures on E˜<z> are compatible if there are
satisfied conditions:
G(δI , ∂<A>) = 0, G(δAf , ∂Ap) = 0, z ≥ p > f ≥ 1,
or, in consequence,
GI<A> −N<B>I h<A><B> = 0, GAfAp −NBpAf hApBp = 0, (34)
where
GI<A> = G(∂I , ∂<A>), GAfAp = G(∂Af , ∂Ap).
From (34) one follows
N<B>I = h
<B><A>GI<A>, N
Ap
Af
= hApBpGAfBp , ...,
where matrices h<A><B>, hApBp, ... are respectively s–inverse to matrices
h<A><B> = G(∂<A>, ∂<B>), hApBp = G(∂Ap, ∂Bp).
So, in this case, the coefficients of N-connection are uniquely determined by the
components of the metric on E˜<z>.
A compatible with N–connection metric on E˜<z> is written in irreducible
form as
G(X, Y ) = G(hX, hY ) +G(v1X, v1Y ) + ... +G(vzX, vzY ), X, Y ∈ Ξ(E˜<z>),
and looks locally as
G = gαβ(u)δ
α ⊗ δβ = gIJdI ⊗ dJ + h<A><B>δ<A> ⊗ δ<B> =
gIJd
I ⊗ dJ + hA1B1δA1 ⊗ δB1 + hA2B2δA2 ⊗ δB2 + ...+ hAzBzδAz ⊗ δBz . (35)
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A d–connection D on E˜<z> is metric, or compatible with metric G, if con-
ditions
D<α>G<β><γ> = 0
are satisfied.
A d–connection D on E˜<z> provided with a metric G is a metric d–connec-
tion if and only if
D
(h)
X (hG) = 0, D
(h)
X (vpG) = 0, D
(vp)
X (hG) = 0, D
(vf )
X (vpG) = 0 (36)
for every , f, p = 1, 2, ..., z, and X ∈ Ξ(E˜<z>). Conditions (36) are written in
locally adapted form as
gIJ |K = 0, gIJ⊥<A> = 0, h<A><B>|K = 0, h<A><B>⊥<C> = 0.
In every dvs–bundle provided with compatible N–connection and metric
structures one exists a metric d-connection (called the canonical d–connection
associated to G) depending only on components of G-metric and N–connection.
Its local coefficients CΓ = (L`IJK , L`
<A>
<B>K , C`
I
J<C>, C`
<A>
<B><C>) are as follows:
L`IJK =
1
2
gIH(δKgHJ + δJgHK − δHgJK), (37)
L`<A><B>K = δ<B>N
<A>
K +
1
2
h<A><C>[δ<K>h<B><C> − (δ<B>N<D>K )h<D˙><C>−(δ<C>N<D>K )h<D˙><B>],
C`IJ<C> =
1
2
gIKδ<C>gJK ,
C`<A><B><C> =
1
2
h<A><D>(δ<C>h<D><B> + δ<B>h<D><C> − δ<D>h<B><C>.
We emphasize that, in general, the torsion of CΓ–connection (37) does not
vanish.
It should be noted here that on dvs-bundles provided with N-connection and
d-connection and metric really it is defined a multiconnection ds–structure, i.e.
we can use in an equivalent geometric manner different types of d- connections
with various properties. For example, for modeling of some physical processes
we can use an extension of the Berwald d–connection
BΓ = (LIJK , δ<B>N
<A>
K , 0, C
<A>
<B><C>), (38)
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where LI JK = L`
I
JK and C
<A>
<B><C> = C`
<A>
<B><C>, which is hv-metric, i.e.
satisfies conditions:
D
(h)
X hG = 0, ..., D
(vp)
X vpG = 0, ..., D
(vz)
X vzG = 0
for every X ∈ Ξ(E˜<z>), or in locally adapted coordinates,
gIJ |K = 0, h<A><B>⊥<C> = 0.
As well we can introduce the Levi–Civita connection
{ < α >
< β ><γ >
} = 1
2
G<α><β>(∂<β>G<τ><γ> + ∂<γ>G<τ><β> − ∂<τ>G<β><γ>),
constructed as in the Riemann geometry from components of metric G<α><β>
by using partial derivations ∂<α> =
∂
∂u<α>
= ( ∂
∂xI
, ∂
∂y<A>
), which is metric but
not a d-connection.
In our further considerations we shall largely use the Christoffel d–symbols
defined similarly as components of Levi–Civita connection but by using la–
partial derivations,
Γ˜<α><β><γ> =
1
2
G<α><τ>(δ<β>G<τ><γ> + δ<γ>G<τ><β> − δ<τ>G<β><γ>), (39)
having components
CΓ˜ = (LIJK , 0, 0, C
<A>
<B><C>),
where coefficients LI JK and C
<A>
<B><C> must be computed as in formulas
(38).
We can express arbitrary d–connection as a deformation of the background
d–connection (38):
Γ<α><β><γ> = Γ˜
<α>
·<β><γ> + P
<α>
<β><γ>, (40)
where P<α><β><γ> is called the deformation ds-tensor. Putting splitting (40)
into (25) and (29) we can express torsion T<α><β><γ> and curvature
R<β>
<α>
<γ><δ> of a d-connection Γ
<α>
<β><γ> as respective deformations of
torsion T˜<α><β><γ> and torsion R˜
·<α>
<β>·<γ><δ> for connection Γ˜
<α>
<β><γ> :
T<α><β><γ> = T˜
<α>
·<β><γ> + T¨
<α>
·<β><γ>
and
R<β>
<α>
<γ><δ> = R˜
·<α>
<β>·<γ><δ> + R¨
·<α>
<β>·<γ><δ>,
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where
T˜<α><β><γ> = Γ˜
<α>
<β><γ> − (−)|<β><γ>|Γ˜<α><γ><β> + w<α><γ><δ>,
T¨<α><β><γ> = Γ¨
<α>
<β><γ> − (−)|<β><γ>|Γ¨<α><γ><β>,
and
R˜·<α><β>·<γ><δ> = δ<δ>Γ˜
<α>
<β><γ> − (−)|<γ><δ>|δ<γ>Γ˜<α><β><δ>+
Γ˜<ϕ><β><γ>Γ˜
<α>
<ϕ><δ> − (−)|<γ><δ>|Γ˜<ϕ><β><δ>Γ˜<α><ϕ><γ> + Γ˜<α><β><ϕ>w<ϕ><γ><δ>,
R¨·<α><β>·<γ><δ> = D˜<δ>P
<α>
<β><γ> − (−)|<γ><δ>|D˜<γ>P<α><β><δ>+
P<ϕ><β><γ>P
<α>
<ϕ><δ> − (−)|<γ><δ>|P<ϕ><β><δ>P<α><ϕ><γ>
+P<α><β><ϕ>w
<ϕ>
<γ><δ>,
the nonholonomy coefficients w<α><β><γ> are defined as
[δ<α>, δ<β>} = δ<α>δ<β> − (−)|<α><β>|δ<β>δ<α> = w<τ><α><β>δ<τ>.
We emphasize that if from geometric point of view all considered d–con-
nections are ”equal in rights”, the construction of physical models on la–spaces
requires an explicit fixing of the type of d–connection and metric structures.
5 Higher Order Tangent S–bundles
The aim of this section is to present a study of supersymmetric extensions
from M˜ to TM˜ and Osc(z)M˜ and to consider corresponding prolongations of
Riemann and generalized Finsler structures (on classical and new approaches to
Finsler geometry, its generalizations and applications in physics se, for example,
[38, 30, 90, 75, 76, 7, 8, 74, 78, 5, 6, 22, 14]).
The presented in the previous section basic results on dvs-bundles E˜<z>
provided with N-connection, d-connection and metric structures can be corre-
spondingly adapted to the osculator s–bundle
(
OsczM˜, pi, M˜
)
. In this case the
dimension of the base space and typical higher orders fibre coincides and we
shall not distinguish indices of geometrical objects.
Coefficients of a d–connectionDΓ(N) = (LIJM , C
I
(1)JM , ..., C
I
(z)JM) inOsc
zM˜,
with respect to a la–base are introduced as to satisfy equations
D δ
δxI
δ
δyI(f)
= LMIJ
δ
δyM(f)
, D δ
δyJ
(p)
δ
δyI(f)
= CM(p)IJ
δ
δyM(f)
, (41)
(f = 0, 1, ..., z; p = 1, ..., z, and yI(0) = x
I).
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A metric structure on OsczM˜ is ds–tensor s–symmetric field gIJ(u(z)) =
gIJ(x, y(1), y(2), ..., y(z)) of type (0, 2), srank|gij| = (n,m). The N–lift of Sasaki
type of gIJ is given by (see (35)) defines a global Riemannian s–structure (if M˜
is a s–differentiable, paracompact s-manifold):
G = gIJ(u(z))dx
I ⊗dxJ +gIJ(u(z))dyI(1)⊗dyJ(1)+ ...+gIJ (u(z))dyI(z)⊗dyJ(z). (42)
The condition of compatibility of a d–connection (41) with metric (42) is ex-
pressed as
DXG = 0, ∀X ∈ Ξ(OsczM˜),
or, by using d–covariant partial derivations |(p) defined by coefficients
(LIJM , C
I
(1)JM , ..., C
I
(z)JM),
gIJ |M=0, gIJ |(p)M = 0, (p = 1, ..., z).
An example of compatible with metric d–connection is given by Christoffel d–
symbols (see (39)):
LMIJ =
1
2
gMK
(
δgKJ
∂xI
+
δgIK
∂xJ
− δgIJ
∂xK
)
,
CM(p)IJ =
1
2
gMK
δgKJ
∂yI(p)
+
δgIK
∂yJ(p)
− δgIJ
∂yK(p)
 ; p = 1, 2, ..., z.
5.1 Supersymmetric extensions of Finsler spaces
We start our considerations with the ts-bundle TM˜. An s-vector X ∈ Ξ(TM˜)
is decomposed with respect to la–bundles as
X = X(u)IδI + Y (u)
I∂I ,
where u = uα = (xI , yJ) local coordinates. The s–tangent structures (16) are
transformed into a global map
J : Ξ(TM˜)→ Ξ(TM˜)
which does not depend on N-connection structure:
J(
δ
δxI
) =
∂
∂yI
and
J(
∂
∂yI
) = 0.
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This endomorphism is called the natural ( or canonical ) almost tangent struc-
ture on TM˜ ; it has the properties:
1)J2 = 0, 2)ImJ = KerJ = V TM˜
and 3) the Nigenhuis s–tensor,
NJ(X, Y ) = [JX, JY } − J [JX, Y } − J [X, JY ]
(X, Y ∈ Ξ(TN))
identically vanishes, i.e. the natural almost tangent structure J on TM˜ is
integrable.
A generalized Lagrange superspace, GLS–space, is a pair
GLn,m = (M˜, gIJ(x, y)), where gIJ(x, y) is a ds–tensor field on
˜TM˜ = TM˜ − {0}, s–symmetric of superrank (n,m).
We call gIJ as the fundamental ds–tensor, or metric ds–tensor, of GLS-space.
There exists an unique d-connection CΓ(N) which is compatible with gIJ(u)
and has vanishing torsions T IJK and S
I
JK (see formulas (25) rewritten for ts-
bundles). This connection, depending only on gIJ(u) and N
I
J (u) is called the
canonical metric d-connection of GLS-space. It has coefficients
LIJK =
1
2
gIH(δJgHK + δHgJK − δHgJK),
CIJK =
1
2
gIH(∂JgHK + ∂HgJK − ∂HgJK).
There is a unique normal d-connection DΓ(N) = (L¯I·JK , C¯
I
·JK) which is metric
and has a priori given torsions T IJK and S
I
JK . The coefficients of DΓ(N) are
the following ones:
L¯I·JK = L
I
JK − 1
2
gIH(gJRT
R
HK + gKRT
R
HJ − gHRTRKJ),
C¯I·JK = C
I
JK − 1
2
gIH(gJRS
R
HK + gKRS
R
HJ − gHRSRKJ),
where LIJK and C
I
JK are the same as for the CΓ(N)–connection (41).
The Lagrange spaces were introduced [61] in order to geometrize the concept
of Lagrangian in mechanics (the Lagrange geometry is studied in details in
[75, 76]). For s-spaces we present this generalization:
A Lagrange s–space, LS–space, Ln,m = (M˜, gIJ), is defined as a particular
case of GLS-space when the ds–metric on M˜ can be expressed as
gIJ(u) =
1
2
∂2L
∂yI∂yJ
, (43)
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where L : TM˜ → Λ, is a s-differentiable function called a s-Lagrangian on M˜.
Now we consider the supersymmetric extension of Finsler space: A Finsler
s–metric on M˜ is a function FS : TM˜ → Λ having the properties:
1. The restriction of FS to
˜TM˜ = TM˜ \ {0} is of the class G∞ and F is only
supersmooth on the image of the null cross–section in the ts-bundle to M˜.
2. The restriction of F to ˜TM˜ is positively homogeneous of degree 1 with
respect to (yI), i.e. F (x, λy) = λF (x, y), where λ is a real positive number.
3. The restriction of F to the even subspace of ˜TM˜ is a positive function.
4. The quadratic form on Λn,m with the coefficients
gIJ(u) =
1
2
∂2F 2
∂yI∂yJ
defined on ˜TM˜ is nondegenerate.
A pair F n,m = (M˜, F ) which consists from a supersmooth s-manifold M˜ and
a Finsler s–metric is called a Finsler superspace, FS–space.
It’s obvious that FS–spaces form a particular class of LS–spaces with s-
Lagrangian L = F 2 and a particular class of GLS–spaces with metrics of type
(58).
For a FS–space we can introduce the supersymmetric variant of nonlinear
Cartan connection [30, 90] :
N IJ (x, y) =
∂
∂yJ
G∗I ,
where
G∗I =
1
4
g∗IJ(
∂2ε
∂yI∂xK
yK − ∂ε
∂xJ
), ε(u) = gIJ(u)y
IyJ ,
and g∗IJ is inverse to g∗IJ(u) =
1
2
∂2ε
∂yI∂yJ
. In this case the coefficients of canonical
metric d-connection (25) gives the supersymmetric variants of coefficients of the
Cartan connection of Finsler spaces. A similar remark applies to the Lagrange
superspaces.
5.2 Higher order prolongations of Riemann,Finsler and
Lagrange s–spaces
The geometric constructions on TM˜ from the previus subsection have corre-
sponding generalizations to the Osc(z)M˜ s–bundle. The basic idea is similar to
that used for prolongations of geometric structures (see [79] for prolongations
on tangent bundle). Having defined a metric structure gIJ(x) on a s-manifold
M˜ we can extend it to the OsczM˜ s–bundle by considering gIJ(u(z)) = gIJ(x)
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in (42). R. Miron and Gh. Atanasiu [77] solved the problem of prolongations of
Finsler and Lagrange structures on osculator bundle. In this subsection we shall
analyze supersymmetric extensions of Finsler and Lagrange structures as well
present a brief introduction into geometry of higher order Lagrange s-spaces.
Let F n,m = (M˜, F ) be a FS–space with the fundamental function FS :
TM˜ → Λ on M˜. A prolongation of F on OsczM˜ is given by a map
(F ◦ piz1)(u(z)) = F (u(1))
and corresponding fundamental tensor
gIJ(u(1)) =
1
2
∂2F 2
∂yI(1)∂y
J
(1)
,
for which
(gIJ ◦ piz1)(u(z)) = gIJ(u(1)).
So, gIJ(u(1)) is a ds–tensor on˜
OskzM˜ = OsczM˜/{0} = {(u(z)) ∈ OsczM˜, srank|yI(1)| = 1}.
The Christoffel d–symbols
γMIJ(u
(1)) =
1
2
gMK(u(1))(
∂gKI(u(1))
∂xJ
+
∂gJK(u(1))
∂xI
− ∂gIJ(u(1))
∂xK
)
define the Cartan nonlinear connection [29]:
GI(N)J =
1
2
∂
∂yJ(1)
(γIKMy
K
(1)y
M
(1)). (44)
The dual coefficients for the N-connection (21) are recurrently computed by
using (44) and operator
Γ = yI(1)
∂
∂xI
+ 2 yI(2)
∂
∂yI(1)
+ ... + z yI(z)
∂
∂yI(z−1)
,
M I(1)J = G
I
(N)J ,
M I(2)J =
1
2
[ΓGI(N)J +G
I
(N)KM
K
(1)J ],
..............
M I(z)J =
1
z
[ΓM I(z−1)J +G
I
(N)KM
K
(z−1)J ].
The prolongations of FS–spaces can be generalized for Lagrange s–spaces
(on Lagrange spaces and theirs higher order extensions see [75, 76, 77] and on
supersymmetric extensions of Finsler geometry see [106]). Let Ln,m = (M˜, gIJ)
be a Lagrange s–space. The Lagrangian L : TM˜ → Λ can be extended on
OsczM˜ by using maps of the Lagrangian, (L ◦ piz1)(u(z)) = L
(
u(1)
)
, and, as a
consequence, of the fundamental tensor (43), (gIJ ◦ piz1)(u(z)) = gIJ
(
u(1)
)
.
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5.3 Higher order Lagrange s–spaces
We introduce the notion of Lagrangian of z–order on a differentiable s–manifold
M˜ as a map Lz : OsczM˜ → Λ. In order to have concordance with the definitions
proposed by [77] we require the even part of the fundamental ds–tensor to be
of constant signature. Here we also note that questions to considered in this
subsection, being an supersymmetric approach, are connected with the problem
of elaboration of the so–called higher order analytic mechanics (see, for instance,
[34, 70, 69, 94]).
A Lagrangian s–differentiable of order z (z = 1, 2, 3, ...) on s-differentiable
s–manifold M˜ is an application L(z) : OsczM˜ → Λ, s–differentiable on ˜OskzM˜
and smooth in the points of OsczM˜ where yI(1) = 0.
It is obvious that
gIJ(x, y(1), ..., y(z)) =
1
2
∂2L(z)
∂yI(z)∂y
J
(z)
is a ds–tensor field because with respect to coordinate transforms (3) one holds
transforms
KI
′
I K
J ′
J gI′J ′ = gIJ.
A Lagrangian L is regular if srank|gIJ | = (n,m).
A Lagrange s–space of z–order is a pair L(z,n,m) = (M˜, L(z)), where L(z) is a
s–differentiable regular Lagrangian of z–order, and with ds–tensor gIJ being of
constant signature on the even part of the basic s–manifold.
For details on nonsupersymmetric osculator bundles we cite [77]
6 Superstrings in Higher Order Anisotropic S–
Spaces
This section considers the basic formalism for superstrings in dvs–bundles. We
shall begin our study with nonsupersymmetric two dimensional higher order
anisotropic sigma models. Then we shall analyze supersimmetric extensions
and locally anisotropic generalizations of the Green–Schvarz action.
6.1 Two dimensional higher order anisotropic sigma s–
models
Let Ê<z> be a higher order anisotropic space (not superspace) with coordinates
û<α> = û(z) = (x̂i = x̂(z), ŷ<a> = ŷ(z)) = (xi, ya1, ...., yap, ..., yaz), d–metric
ĝ<α><β>; we use denotation (N2, γa¨e¨) for a two dimensional world sheet with
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metric γa¨e¨(z
u¨) of signature (+,-) and local coordinates z = zu¨, where a¨, e¨, u¨, ... =
1, 2.
The action of a bosonic string in a dv–bundle Ê<z> is postulated as
Iσ =
1
λ2
∫
d2z{1
2
√
γγa¨e¨∂a¨û
<α>(z)∂e¨û
<β>(z)}, (45)
which defines the so called two dimensional sigma model (σ–model) with d–
metric ĝ<α><β> in higher order anisotropic spaces (dv–bundles with N–connec-
tion) and λ being constant. A detailed study of different modifications of the
model (45) is given in also [107, 108]. Here we shall consider a supersymmetric
generalization of the string action by applying the techniques of two dimensional
(1,1)–supersymmetry by changing of scalar fields u(z) into real N=1 s–fields
(without constraints; for locally isotropic constructions see [11, 23, 36, 42, 51,
83]) û(z, θ) which are polynoms with respect to Maiorana anticommuting spinor
coordinate θ :
û<α>(z, θ) = û<α>(z) + θλ<α>(z) +
1
2
θθF<α>(z). (46)
We adopt next conventions and denotations with respect to two–dimension
Dirac matrices γa¨ and matrix of charge conjugation C :
{γa¨, γe¨} = 2ηa¨e¨1, tr(γe¨γa¨) = 2ηe¨a¨, (γ5)2 = 1;
∂̂ = γ e¨∂e¨; Cγ
T
a¨ C
−1 = −γa¨, C = −CT = C−1.
For Maiorana spinors θa˜, χn˜, ... one holds relations
θ = θ+γ0, θa˜ = C a˜n˜θn˜,
θχ = χθ, θγa¨χ = −χγa¨θ, θγ5χ = −χγ5θ.
Let introduce in the two dimensional (1,1)–superspace the covariant deriva-
tions
Dn˜ =
∂
∂θ
n˜ − i(∂̂θ)n˜,
satisfying algebra
{Dn˜, Do˜} = 2i(∂̂C)n˜o˜ ≡ 2i∂n˜o˜
and the integration measure on anticommuting variables with properties∫
dθn˜ = 0,
∫
dθn˜θ
a˜ = δa˜n˜,
1
2i
∫
d2θ(θθ) = 1.
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The (1,1)–supersymmetric generalization of (45) in terms of s–fields (46) is
written as
IσS =
1
8ipiα′
∫
d2z
∫
d2θ{ĝ<α><β>(û)− b̂<α><β>(û)}Dû<α>(1 + γ5)Dû<β>,
where λ2 = 2piα′ which is a higher order anisotropic generalization of the
Curtright–Zachos [36] nonlinear sigma model. Integrating on θ and exclud-
ing auxiliary fields F<α> according to theirs algebraic equations we obtain from
the last expression:
IσS =
1
2
∫
d2z{ĝ<α><β>∂e¨û<α>∂e¨û<β>+ (47)
εe¨ı¨b̂<α><β>∂e¨û
<α>∂ı¨û
<β> + iĝ<α><β>λ
<α>
γ e¨D̂
(−)
e¨ λ
<β>+
1
8
R̂
(−)
<β><α><γ><δ>λ
<α>
(1 + γ5)λ
<γ>λ
<β>
(1 + γ5)λ
<δ>},
where
D̂
(±)
e¨ λ
<β> = [δ<β><α>∂e¨ +
̂˜
Γ
<β>
<α><γ>∂e¨û
<γ> ± B̂<β><α><γ>εe¨o¨∂o¨û<γ>]λ<γ>,
̂˜
Γ
<β>
<α><γ> are Christoffel d–symbols (39) on dv–bundle. In order to have compat-
ible with the N–connection structure motions of la–strings we consider [107, 108]
these relations between ds–tensor b<α><β>, strength
B̂<α><β><γ> = δ[<α>b̂<β><γ>} and torsion T
<β>
<α><γ> (see (29)):
δ<α>b̂<β><γ> = ĝ<α><δ>T̂
<δ>
<β><γ>, (48)
with s–integrability conditions
Ωafapasδaf b̂<β><γ> = δ[ah T̂as}<β><γ>, (f < p, s; p, s = 0, 1, ..., z), (49)
where Ω
af
apas are the coefficients of the N–connection curvature (11). In this
case we can express B̂<α><β><γ> = T̂[<α><β><γ>}. Conditions (48) and (49)
define a model of higher order anisotropic superstrings when the σ–modes s–
antisymmetric strength is introduced from the higher order anisotropic back-
ground torsion. More general constructions are possible by using normal coor-
dinates locally adapted to both N–connection and torsion structures on back-
ground s–spaces. For simplicity, we omit such considerations in this work.
Ds–tensor R̂<α><β><γ><δ> from (47) denotes the curvature with torsion B :
R̂
(±)
<β><α><γ><δ>[Γ̂
(±)] = R˜<β><α><γ><δ>∓
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D<γ>B̂<α><β><δ> ±D<δ>B̂<α><β><γ>+
B̂<τ><α><γ>B̂
<τ>
<δ><β> − B̂<τ><α><δ>B̂<τ><γ><β>,
where R˜<β><α><γ><δ> is the curvature of the torsionless Christoffel d–symbols
(39),
Γ̂
<α>(±)
<β><γ> = ĝ
<α><τ>Γ̂
(±)
<τ><β><γ>, Γ̂
(±)
<τ><β><γ> =
̂˜
Γ<τ><β><γ> ± B(±)<τ><β><γ>,
Γ˜<τ><β><γ> =
1
2
(δ<β>g˜<τ><γ> + δ<γ>g˜<β><τ> − δ<τ>g˜<β><γ>).
In order to define a locally supersymmetric generalization of the model (47)
we consider a supersymmetric calculus of the set of (1,1)–multiplets of higher
order anisotropic matter (ϕ̂<α>, λ̂<α> = λ<α>) with the multiplet of (1,1)–
supergravity
(
e
e¨
e¨, ψe¨
)
in two dimensions (see [62, 63, 64] for locally isotropic
constructions).
The global supersymmetric variant of action (47), for 2piα′ = 1, is written
as
I0[ϕ, λ] =
1
2
∫
d2z[ĝ<α><β>∂
e¨û<α>∂e¨û
<β> + b̂<α><β>ε
e¨ a¨∂e¨û
<α>∂a¨û
<β>+ (50)
iĝ<α><β>λ
<α>
γ e¨(De¨λ)
<β> + iB̂<α><β><γ>λ
<α>
γ5γ
e¨(∂e¨û
<β>)λ<γ>+
1
6
̂˜
R<β><α><γ><δ>(λ
<α>
λ<γ>)(λ
<β>
λ<δ>)−
1
4
̂˜
D<ε>B<α><β><τ>(λ
<α>
γ5λ
<β>)(λ
<τ>
λ<ε>)−
1
4
B˜<α><β><τ>B˜
<τ>
<γ><δ>(λ
<α>
γ5λ
<β>)(λ
<γ>
γ5λ
<δ>)],
where covariant derivation
̂˜
D<ε> is defined by torsionless Christoffel d–symbols.
The action (50) is invariant under global s–transforms with Maiorana spinor
parameter ε :
△ϕ̂<α> = ε λ<α>,
△λ<α> = −i(∂̂ϕ̂<α>)ε+ ε
2
(
̂˜
Γ
<α>
<β><γ>λ
<β>
λ<γ> − B˜<α><β><γ>λ<β>γ5λ<γ>).
Defining Maiorana–Weyl spinors λ<α>± (MW–spinors) instead of λ
<α> we
can rewrite the action (50) in a more convenient form:
I0[ϕ, λ±] =
1
2
∫
d2z[g˜<α><β>∂
e¨u˜<α>∂e¨u˜
<β> + b̂<α><β>ε
e¨ a¨∂e¨û
<α>∂a¨û
<β>+
(50a)
iĝ<α><β>λ
<α>
+ (D̂
+λ+)
<β> + iĝ<α><β>λ
<α>
− (D̂
−λ−)
<β>+
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̂˜
R
+
<β><α><γ><δ>(λ
<α>
γ5λ
<β>)(λ
<γ>
γ5λ
<δ>)],
with s–symmetric transformation law
△ϕ<α> = △+ϕ<α> +△−ϕ<α> = ε+ λ<α>− + ε− λ<α>+ ,
△λ<α>± = −i(∂̂u<α>)ε∓ − Γ˜<α>(±)<β><γ>λ<β>± △± ϕ<γ>.
For simplicity, we shall omit ”hats” on geometrical objects if ambiguities con-
nected with indices for manifolds and supermanifolds will not arise.
In string theories one considers variations of actions of type (50) with respect
to s–symmetric transformation laws and decompositions with respect to pow-
ers of λ. Coefficients proportional to λ5 vanishes because they do not contain
derivations of ε(z)–parameters. In order to compensate the therms proportional
to λ and λ3 one adds the so–called Nether term
I(N) =
1
2
∫
d2z[2g<α><β>(∂e¨ϕ
<α>)(λ
<β>
γ o¨γ e¨ψo¨)−
i
3
B<α><β><γ>(λ
<α>
γ5γ
e¨λ<β>)(λ
<γ>
ψe¨)−
i
3
B<α><β><γ>(λ
<α>
γ e¨λ<β>)(λ
<γ>
γ5ψe¨),
where ψe¨ is the higher order anisotropic generalization of Maiorana gravitino
with s–symmetric transformation law
△ψe¨ = −∂e¨ε+ ...
From the standard variation, but locally adapted to the N–connection, of
the I(N) with a next covariantization (with respect to
(
e
e¨
e¨, ψe¨
)
) of the theory.
In result (it’s convenient to use MW–spinors) we introduce this action:
I =
1
2
∫
d2z e [γa¨u¨g<α><β>∂a¨u
<α>∂u¨u
<β> + e−1εa¨u¨b<α><β>∂a¨u
<α>∂u¨u
<β>+
(51)
ig<α><β>λ
<α>
+ (D̂
+λ+)
<β> + ig<α><β>λ
<α>
− (D̂
−λ−)
<β>+
1
4
R˜+<β><α><γ><δ>(λ
<α>
γ5λ
<β>)(λ
<γ>
γ5λ
<δ>)]+
g<α><β>(2∂a¨u
<α> + ψa¨λ
<α>
+ + ψa¨λ
<α>
− )×
(λ
<β>
+ {γa¨u¨ + e−1εa¨u¨}ψu¨ + (λ<β>− {γa¨u¨ − e−1εa¨u¨}ψu¨)+
2i
3
B<α><β><γ>{(λ<α>+ γa¨λ<β>+ )(λ<γ>+ ψa¨)− (λ<α>− γa¨λ<β>− )(λ<γ>− ψa¨)}],
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where e = det |ee¨e¨|, for which the higher order anisotropic laws of supersymmetric
transforms holds:
△ee¨e¨ = 2iεγ e¨ψe¨,△ψe¨ = −De¨ε, (52)
△ϕ<α> = △+ϕ<α> +△−ϕ<α> = ε+ λ<α>− + ε− λ<α>+ ,
△λ<α>± = −i(∂̂u<α> + {λ<α>+ ψa¨ + λ<α>− ψa¨}γa¨)ε∓ − Γ˜<α>(±)<β><γ>λ<β>± △± ϕ<γ>.
Restricting our considerations in (51) and (52) only with λ<α>+ –spinors and
ε−–parameters, when ε+, λ
<α>
− = 0, we obtain the action for the heterotic higher
order anisotropic string on background (g<α><β>, b<α><β>) with (1,0)–local su-
persymmetry
(
ψa¨ → ψa¨(−)
)
. This action can be interpreted as the ”minimal” in-
teraction of the higher order anisotropic (1,0)–matter
(
ϕ<α>, λ<α>+
)
with (1,0)–
supergravity
(
e
e¨
e¨, ψe¨
)
.
6.2 Locally anisotropic heterotic strings
As an illustration of application of s–field methods in locally anisotropic s–
spaces we shall construct the action for a model of higher order anisotropic
s–string.
The (1,0)–superspaces can be parametrized by two Bose coordinates (z‡, z=)
and one Fermy coordinate θ+; u¨ = (z‡, z=, θ+). One represents vector indices
as (++,−−) ≡ (‡,=) taking into account that by (+,−) there are denoted
spirality ±1/2.
The standard derivations
DA¨ = {D+, ∂‡, ∂=};D+ =
∂
∂θ+
+ iθ+∂+,
in the flat (1,0)–superspace [91] satisfy algebra
{D+, D+} = 2i∂‡, ∂‡∂= = ✷, [∂a, D+] = [∂a, ∂b] = 0,
and s–space integration measure∫
dθ+ =
∂
∂θ+
, d3u¨− = d2zdθ+.
In the flat (1,0)–superspace one defines scalar and spinor s–fields
ϕ(z, θ) = A(z) + θ+λ+(z), ψ−(z, θ) = η−(z) + θ
+F (z)
and action
I =
∫
d3u¨L =
∫
d2z(D+L)|θ=0
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with a charged Lagrangian, L = L−, in order to have the Lorentz invariance.
The (1,0)–multiplet of supergravity is described by a set of covariant deriva-
tions
▽A¨ = EU¨A¨DU¨ + ω
(M)
A¨
≡ EA¨ + ΩA¨, (53)
where E
U¨
A¨
is a s–vielbein and ω
(M)
A¨
is the Lorentz connection with L–generator
M :
[M,λ±] = ±1
2
λ±.
The covariant constraints in s–space (for (1,0)–supergravity [24, 40]) are
given by relations:
{∇+,∇+} = 2i∇‡, [∇+,∇=] = −2iΣ+M, (54)
[∇+,∇‡] = 0, [∇‡,∇=] = −Σ+∇+ − R(2)M,
whereR(2) = 2∇+Σ+ and Σ+ defines the covariant strength of (1,0)–supergravity
in s–space.
As a consequence of (54) only E=+ , E
‡
=, E
‡
+, E
+
+ and E
=
= are independent
s–fields; the rest of components of vielbein and connection can be expressed
through them. The conditions of covariance of derivations (54) lead to these
transformation laws with respect to d–coordinate and local Lorentz transforms
with corresponding parameters KU¨ and Λl :
▽′A¨ = eK ▽A¨ e−K , K = KU¨DU¨ + ΛlM ;
for vielbeins we have
△EU¨
A¨
= −∇A¨KU¨ +K I¨DI¨EU¨A¨ + E
O¨
A¨
K I¨ [DI¨ , DO¨}U¨ + Λl[M,EU¨A¨ ],
from which one follows that
△E‡+ = KU¨DU¨E‡+ + 2iE++K+ − EU¨+DU¨K‡ +
1
2
ΛlE
‡
+.
It is convenient to use the s–symmetric gauge (when E‡+ = 0),
K+ = − i
2
(
E++
)−1∇+K‡,
and to introduce the Lorentz–invariant scalar s–field S and Lorentz compensator
L satisfying correspondingly conditions
E++(E
=
=)
1/2 = e−S and E++(E
=
=)
−1/2 = eL.
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In a Lorentz invariant theory we can always choose the gauge L = 0; in this
gauge the s–conformal transforms are accompanied by a corresponding com-
pensating Lorentz transform with parameter
Λl = (E
+
+)
−1∇+K+ − 1
2
(E==)
−1∇=K= = 1
2
(∇‡K‡ −∇=K=) + ...
The solution of constraints (54) in the s–symmetric gauge E‡+ = L = 0 and
in the linear approximation is [40]
∇+ = (1− S
2
)D+ +H
=
+∂= − (D+S + ∂=H=+ )M,
∇‡ = (1− S)∂‡ + i[1
2
(∂=H
=
+ ) + (D+S)]D+−
i[D+H
=
+ ]∂= − (∂‡S − iD+∂=H=+ )M,
∇= = (1− S)∂= − i
2
[(D+H
‡
=)]D+ +H
‡
=∂‡ + (∂=S + ∂‡H
‡
=)M,
Σ+ =
i
2
[D+(∂‡H
‡
= + 2∂=S) + ∂
2
=H
=
+ ] + ...,
where s–fields
(
H=+ , H
‡
=
)
and S are prepotentials of the system. These s–
potentials have to be used in the quantum field theory.
The linearized expression for s–field density E−1 = Ber(E
U¨
A¨
) is computed as
E−1 = s det(E
U¨
A¨
) = e3S/2[1 + iH‡=(D+H
=
+ +H
=
+∂=H
=
+ )]
−1.
The action for heterotic string in higher order anisotropic (1,0)–superspace
accounting for the background of massless modes of locally anisotropic graviton,
antisymmetric d–tensor, dilaton and gauge bosons is introduced in a manner
similar to locally isotropic models [47, 55, 63, 64] but with corresponding exten-
sion to distinguished and locally adapted to N–connection geometric objects:
IHS =
1
4piα′
∫
d3u¨−E−1{i∇+u<α>∇=u<β>[g<α><β>(u) + b<α><β>(u)]+ (55)
Ψ
|I|
(−)[δ|I||J |∇+ + A+|I||J |(u)]Ψ|J |(−) + α′Φ(u)Σ+},
where A+|I||J |(u) = A|I||J |<α>∇+u<α> is the gauge boson background, Φ(u) is the
dilaton field and Ψ
|I|
(−) are hetrotic fermions, |I|, |J |, ... = 1, 2, ..., ,N.
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7 Background D–Field Methods for σ–Models
The background–quantum decomposition of superfields of (1,0) higher order
anisotropic supergravity considered in previous section can be performed in
a standard manner [40] by taking into account the distinguished character
of geometrical objects on locally anisotropic s–spaces; constraints (54) should
be solved in terms of background–covariant derivations and quantum s–fields(
H=+ , H
‡
=, S
)
, quantum s–fields L and E‡+ are gauged in an algebraic manner
(not introducing into considerations ghosts) and note that by using quantum
scale transforms we can impose gauge S = 0 (also without Faddeev–Popov
ghosts). Finally, after a background–quantum decomposition of superfields of
(1.0) higher order anisotropic supergravity in the just pointed out manner we
can fix the quantum gauge invariance, putting zero values for quantum fields
(in absences of supergravitational and conformal anomalies and for topological
trivial background configurations). In this case all (1,0) supergravity fields can
be considered as background ones.
The fixing of gauge symmetry as a vanishing of quantum s–fields induces
the ghost action
IFP =
∫
d3z−E{b‡=∇+c= + b=+∇=c‡}. (56)
The aim of this section is to compute the renormalized effective action,
more exactly, it anomaly part on the background of s–fields (1,0) higher order
anisotropic supergravity for the model defined by the action (55).
In order to integrate on quantum fields in (55) in a d—covariant manner we
use background–quantum decompositions of the action with respect to normal
locally adapted coordinates along autoparallels defined by Christoffel d–symbols
(39). We emphasize the multiconnection character of locally anisotropic spaces;
every geometric construction with a fixed d–connection structure (from some
purposes considered as a simple or more convenient one) can be transformed,
at least locally, into a another similar one for a corresponding d–connection by
using deformations of connections (40) (or (3.2) and (3.3) if we are interested
in na–map deformations). Let
δ2X<α>
∂s2
+ { < α >
< β >< γ >
}δX
<β>
∂s
δX<γ>
∂s
= 0,
where X<α>(s = 0) = X<α>, X<α>(s = 1) = X<α> + pi<α> and pi<α> are
quantum fluctuations with respect to background X<α>.Covariant quantum
fields ζ<α> (”normal fields”) are defined as
ζ<α> =
δX<α>
∂s
|s=0≡ ζ<α>(s) |s=0 .
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We shall use covariantized in a σ–model manner derivations in (1,0) higher order
anisotropic s–space
DA¨ ≡ (D+,D=) = ∇A¨ + ΓA¨,Γ<α>A¨<β> ≡ {
< α >
< γ >< β >
}∇A¨X<γ>,
on properties of derivation ∇A¨ see (47) and (48), into distinguished autoparallel
(in a σ–model manner) d–covariant derivation with properties
D (s)T<α>... = ζ
<β>D<β>T<α>..., D(s)ζ<α>(s) = 0.
The derivation D‡ is defined as
2iD‡ ≡ {D+,D+};
we note that D‡ 6= ∇cov‡ . One holds the next relations:
D+ζ<β> = ∇+ζ<β> + { < β >
< τ >< σ >
}∇+X<σ>ζ<τ>,
D=ζ<β> = ∇=ζ<β> + { < β >
< τ >< σ >
}∇=X<σ>ζ<τ>,
D‡ζ<β> = ∇cov‡ ζ<β> −
i
2
R<β><τ><σ><ν>∇+X<σ>∇+X<ν>ζ<τ>,
D(s)DA¨ζ<β>(s) = ζ<ν>(s)ζ<τ>(s)R<β><τ><σ><ν>∇A¨X<σ>,
where
∇cov‡ ζ<β> = ∇‡ζ<β> + {
< β >
< τ >< σ >
}∇‡X<τ>ζ<σ>.
For heterotic fermions the d–covariant and gauge–covariant formalism of
computation of quantum–background decomposition of action can be performed
by using the prescription
Ψ
|I|
(−)(s) : Ψ
|I|
(−)(0) = Ψ
|I|
(−),Ψ
|I|
(−)(s = 1) = Ψ
|I|
(−) +∆
|I|
(−), D
2
(−)Ψ
|I|
− (s) = 0,
where ∆
|I|
− are quantum fluctuations with respect to background Ψ; functions
Ψ
|I|
(−)(s) interpolate in a gauge–covariant manner with Ψ
|I|
(−) + ∆
|I|
− because of
definition of the operator D(s) :
D(s)Ψ
|I|
(−) = [δ
|I||J | δ
∂s
+ A
|I||J |
<α>
δX<α>
∂s
]Ψ
|J |
(−) =
δΨ
|I|
(−)
∂s
+ A
|I||J |
<α>ζ
<α>Ψ
|J |
(−).
As d–covariant and gauge–covariant quantum s–fields we use spinors
χ
|J |
(−) ≡ D(s)Ψ|J |(−)(s) |s=0
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satisfying conditions
D(s)χ
|J |
(−)(s) = 0.
We also define the next derivation in (1,0) higher order anisotropic s–superspace
(D+Ψ(−))|I| ≡ (δ|I||J |∇+ + A|I||J |<α>∇+X<α>)Ψ(−)|J |
for which one holds identities
D(s)D+Ψ(−)|I| = D+χ(−)|I| + F |I||J |<α><β>ζ<α>∇+X<β>Ψ(−)|I|,
D(s)F
|I|
|J |<α><β> = ζ
<γ>D<γ>F |I||J |<α><β>,
where D<γ> is both d-covariant and gauge invariant derivation and the strength
d–tensor of gauge fields is defined by using la–derivation operators,
F
|I|
|J |<α><β> = δ<α>A
|I|
|J |<β> − δ<β>A|I||J |<α> + A|I||K|<α>A|K||J |<β> − A|I||K|<β>A|K||J |<α>.
The action (55) consist from four groups of terms of different nature:
IHS = I
(1) + I(2) + I(3) + I(4). (57)
The first term
I(1) = − i
4piα′
∫
d3z−Eg<α><β>(X)∇+X<α>∇=X<β>
is associated to the higher order anisotropic gravitational sector and has the
next background–quantum decomposition
I(1)[X + pi(ζ)] = I
(1)
0 + I
(1)
1 + I
(1)
2 + ...,
where
I
(1)
b =
1
b!
dbI(1)
dsb
|s=0; b = 0, 1, 2, ....
Thes terms are computed in a usual (but distinguished to the N–connection
structure) manner:
I
(1)
1 = −
i
2piα′
∫
d3z−Eg<α><β>(D+ζ<α>)∇=X<β>, (58)
I
(1)
2 = −
i
4piα′
∫
d3z−E{g<α><β>D+ζ<α>D=ζ<β>+
R<λ><σ><τ><ν>∇+X<σ>∇=X<ν>ζ<λ>ζ<τ>},
I
(1)
3 = −
i
4piα′
∫
d3z−E{2
3
(R<λ><σ><τ><ν>∇+X<σ>D=ζ<ν>+
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R<λ><σ><τ><ν>∇=X<σ>D+ζ<ν>)ζ<λ>ζ<τ>+
1
3
D<µ>R<λ><σ><τ><ν>∇+X<σ>∇=X<ν>ζ<µ>ζ<λ>ζ<τ>,
I
(1)
4 = −
i
4piα′
∫
d3z−E{1
4
(D<µ>R<λ><σ><τ><ν>∇+X<σ>D=ζ<ν>+
D<µ>R<λ><σ><τ><ν>∇=X<σ>D+ζ<ν>)ζ<µ>ζ<λ>ζ<τ>+
1
3
R<λ><σ><τ><ν>ζ
<λ>ζ<τ>D+ζ<σ>D=ζ<ν>+
[
1
3
R<λ><σ><τ><ν>R
<ν>
<δ><ε> · <γ>+
1
12
D<δ>D<γ>R<λ><σ><ε><τ>]∇+X<σ>∇=X<ε>ζ<λ>ζ<τ>ζ<δ>ζ<γ>,
I
(1)
5 = −
i
4piα′
∫
d3z−E×
{1
6
(D<µ>R<λ><σ><ν><τ>D+ζ<σ>D=ζ<ν>ζ<µ>ζ<λ>ζ<τ> + ...},
I
(1)
6 = −
i
4piα′
∫
d3z−E{ 1
20
D<α>D<µ>R<λ><σ><ν><τ>+
2
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R<λ><γ><ν><τ>R
<γ>
<α><σ> · <µ>D+ζ<σ>D=ζ<ν>ζ<α>ζ<µ>ζ<λ>ζ<τ> + ...},
where by dots, in this section, are denoted those terms (containing multiples
(∇X)) which are not important for calculation of anomalies, see section 11.
The second term in (57)
I(2) = − i
4piα′
∫
d3z−Eb<α><β>(X)∇+X<α>∇=X<β>
having the next background–quantum decomposition
I(2)[X + pi(ζ)] = I
(2)
0 + I
(2)
1 + I
(2)
2 + ...,
where
I
(2)
b =
1
b!
dbI(2)
dsb
|s=0; b = 0, 1, 2, ....
describes a Wess–Zumino–Witten like model of interactions (in a higher order
anisotropic variant). The diagram vertexes depends only on intensity H of
antisymmetric d–tensor b :
H<τ><µ><ν> =
3
2
δ[<τ>b<µ><ν>] =
50
12
(δ<τ>b<µ><ν> + δ<µ>b<ν><τ> − δ<ν>b<µ><τ>).
By straightforward calculations we find the coefficients:
I
(2)
1 = −
i
2piα′
∫
d3z−Eζ<τ>∇+X<α>∇=X<β>H<τ><α><β>,
I
(2)
2 = −
i
4piα′
∫
d3z−E{ζ<τ>D+ζ<α>∇=X<β>H<τ><α><β>+
ζ<τ>∇+X<α>D=ζ<β>H<τ><α><β>+
ζ<λ>ζ<τ>∇+X<α>∇=X<β>D<λ>H<τ><α><β>},
I
(2)
3 = −
i
4piα′
∫
d3z−E{2
3
ζ<τ>D+ζ<µ>D=ζ<ν>H<τ><µ><ν>+
2
3
ζ<τ>ζ<ρ>ζ<γ>R<µ>·<γ><ρ>[<δ>H<ν>]<τ><µ>∇+X<δ>∇=X<ν>+
2
3
ζ<τ>ζ<λ>(D+ζ<µ>∇=X<ν> +D=ζ<ν>∇+X<µ>)D<λ>H<τ><µ><ν>+
1
3
ζ<σ>ζ<λ>ζ<τ>∇+X<α>∇=X<β>D<σ>D<λ>H<τ><α><β>},
I
(2)
4 = −
i
4piα′
∫
d3z−E{1
2
ζ<τ>ζ<λ>D+ζ<µ>D=ζ<ν>H<τ><µ><ν>+
1
6
ζ<λ>ζ<τ>ζ<ρ>ζ<γ>∇+X<δ>∇=X<ν>D<λ>(R<µ>·<γ><ρ>[<δ>H<ν>]<τ><µ>)+
2
3
ζ<τ>ζ<ρ>ζ<γ>R<µ>·<γ><ρ>[<δ>H<ν>]<τ><µ> × (∇+X<δ>D=X<ν>+
D+X<ν>∇=X<δ>) + ζ<λ>ζ<τ>ζ<α>ζ<β>∇+X<ν>∇=X<ρ>×
(
1
3
D<λ>H<τ><µ>[<ρ>R <µ><ν><α> · <β> −
1
12
D<α>D<β>D<γ>H<τ><ν><ρ>)+
1
4
ζ<τ>ζ<λ>ζ<γ>(D+ζ<µ>∇=X<ν>+
D=ζ<ν>∇+X<µ>)D<γ>D<λ>H<τ><µ><ν>},
I
(2)
5 = −
i
4piα′
∫
d3z−E{1
2
ζ<τ>ζ<λ>ζ<γ>D+ζ<µ>D=ζ<ν>×
[
1
5
D<γ>D<λ>H<τ><µ><ν> + 2
15
R<ρ>·<γ><λ>[<µ>H<ν>]<τ><ρ>}+ ...,
I
(2)
6 = −
i
4piα′
∫
d3z−Eζ<τ>ζ<λ>ζ<α>ζ<β>D+ζ<ρ>D=ζ<ν>×
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[
1
9
D<λ>H<τ><µ>[<ρ>R <µ><ν>]<α> · <β> +
1
18
D<λ>R<µ>·<γ><ρ>[<δ>H<ν>]<τ><µ>+
1
18
D<α>D<β>D<λ>H<τ><ρ><ν>] + ...,
where by dots are denoted terms not being important for calculation of anoma-
lies and operations of symmetrization ( ) and antisymmetrization are taken
without coefficients.
The third term in (57)
I(3) = I
(3)
0 + I
(3)
1 + I
(3)
2 + ... + I
(3)
s + ...
is of Fradkin–Tseitlin dilaton type with coefficients
I
(3)
0 = −
1
4piα′
∫
d3z−Eα′Σ+Φ,
I
(3)
1 = −
1
4piα′
∫
d3z−Eα′Σ+ζ<α>δ<α>Φ,
I
(3)
2 = −
1
4piα′
∫
d3z−Eα′Σ+
1
2!
ζ<β>ζ<α>D<α>D<β>Φ, ...,
I(3)s = −
1
4piα′
∫
d3z−Eα′Σ+
1
s!
ζ<α1>...ζ<αs>D<α1>...D<αs>Φ.
The forth term in (57)
I(4) = − 1
4piα′
∫
d3z−E Ψ(−)
|I|D+Ψ(−)|I|
has the next background–quantum decomposition
I(4)[Ψ + ∆(χ), X + pi(ζ)] = I
(4)
0 + I
(4)
1 + I
(4)
2 + ...,
with coefficients
I
(4)
1 = −
1
4piα′
∫
d3z−E {χ(−)|I|D+χ(−)|I| +Ψ(−)|I|D+Ψ(−)|I|+ (59)
Ψ(−)
|I|F|I||J |<µ><ν>ζ
<µ>∇+X<ν>Ψ(−)|J |},
I
(4)
2 = −
1
4piα′
∫
d3z−E {χ(−)|I|D+χ(−)|I|+
2χ(−)
|I|F|I||J |<µ><ν>ζ
<µ>∇+X<ν>Ψ(−)|J |−
1
2
ζ<ν>ζ<µ>Ψ(−)
|I|Ψ(−)
|J |D<λ>F|I||J |<µ><ν>∇+X<ν>−
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12
Ψ(−)
|I|Ψ(−)
|J |F|I||J |<µ><ν>ζ
<µ>D+ζ<ν>},
I
(4)
3 = −
1
4piα′
∫
d3z−E {χ(−)|I|F|I||J |<µ><ν>ζ<µ>∇+X<ν>χ(−)|J |+
ζ<λ>ζ<µ>χ(−)
|I|D<λ>F|I||J |<µ><ν>∇+X<ν>Ψ(−)|J |+
χ(−)
|I|F|I||J |<µ><ν>ζ
<µ>D+ζ<ν>Ψ(−)|J |−
1
3
ζ<λ>ζ<ν>Ψ(−)
|I|D<λ>F|I||J |<µ><ν>Ψ(−)|J |D+ζ<µ>−
1
6
ζ<λ>ζ<τ>ζ<µ>Ψ(−)
|I|Ψ(−)
|J |∇+X<ν>×
(D<τ>D<λ>F|I||J |<µ><ν> − R <γ><λ>]<ν> · <τ>F|I||J |<µ><ν>),
I
(4)
4 = −
1
4piα′
∫
d3z−E {1
2
χ(−)
|I|F|I||J |<µ><ν>χ(−)
|J |ζ<ν>D+ζ<µ>−
1
2
ζ<λ>ζ<µ>χ(−)
|I|(D<λ>F|I||J |<µ><ν>)χ(−)|J |∇+X<ν>+
2
3
ζ<λ>ζ<µ>χ(−)
|I|(D<λ>F|I||J |<µ><ν>)Ψ(−)|J |D+ζ<ν> + 1
3
ζ<γ>ζ<λ>ζ<µ>χ(−)
|I|×
(D<γ>D<λ>F|I||J |<µ><ν> +R <ρ><γ><ν> · <λ>F|I||J |<µ><ρ>)∇+X<ν>Ψ(−)|J |−
1
24
ζ<λ>ζ<µ>ζ<γ>Ψ(−)
|I|Ψ(−)
|J |(3D<µ>D<λ>F|I||J |<γ><ν>+
R <ρ><λ><ν> · <γ>F|I||J |<τ><ρ>)D+ζ<ν> −
1
24
ζ<τ>ζ<λ>ζ<µ>ζ<γ>Ψ(−)
|I|Ψ(−)
|J |×
[D<γ>D<τ>D<λ>F|I||J |<µ><ν> + (D<γ>R <ρ><λ><ν> · <µ>)F|I||J |<τ><ρ>+
3(D<γ>F|I||J |<τ><ρ>)R <ρ><λ><ν> · <µ>]∇+X<ν>},
I
(4)
5 = −
1
4piα′
∫
d3z−E {−1
3
ζ<µ>ζ<λ>χ(−)
|I|
(D<λ>F|I||J |<µ><ν>)χ(−)|J |D+ζ<µ> + ...},
I
(4)
6 = −
1
4piα′
∫
d3z−E {− 1
24
ζ<γ>ζ<µ>ζ<λ>χ(−)
|I|χ(−)
|J |×
(3D<γ>D<λ>F|I||J |<µ><ν> + F|I||J |<γ><ρ>R <ρ><λ><ν> · <µ>)D+ζ<ν>}+ ...
The kinetic terms for quantum fields ζ<µ> and χ(−)
|J | in the decompositions
(2.14) and (2.15) define the propagators (2piα′ = 1)
< ζ<µ>(u¨)ζ<ν>(u¨′) >= g<µ><ν>
D+
✷
δ3(−)(u¨, u¨
′) =
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g<µ><ν>
1
(2pi)2
∫
dd2p
1
(−p2)D+[e
ip(z−z′)δ(−)(θ − θ′)],
< χ(−)
|I|(u¨)χ(−)
|J |(u¨′) >= iδ|I||J |
∂=D+
✷
δ3(−)(u¨, u¨
′) =
δ|I||J |
(2pi)2
∫
dd2p
p=
p2
D+[e
ip(z−z′)δ3(−)(u¨, u¨
′)].
Finally, we remark that background–quantum decompositions of the action (55)
for heterotic string define the Feynman rules (vertixes and propagators) for the
corresponding generalization of the two–dimensional sigma model which are
basic for a perturbation quantum formalism in higher order anisotropic spaces.
8 Green–Schwarz Action in DVS–Bundles
The Green–Scwarz covariant action ( GS–action ) for superstrings can be con-
sidered as a two dimensional σ–model with Wess–Zumino–Witten term and flat,
dimension d = 10, s–space as the tangent space [43, 49, 50, 73]. The GS–action
was generalized for the curved background N=1, d = 10 of the superspace under
the condition that motion equations hold [127] and under similar conditions for
N=2, d = 10 supergravity [45].
The GS–action in dimensions d = 3, 4, 6, 10 can be represented as
I =
1
2
∫
d2z
√−γγ e¨ı¨∂e¨u<α>∂ı¨u<β>(l<α><α>l<β><β>)η̂<α><β>+ (60)
1
2
∫
d2zεe¨ı¨∂e¨u
<α>∂ı¨u
<β>B<α><β>
by using of the flat vielbein l
<α>
<α> and 2–form
B =
1
2
δu<α>Λδu<β>B<α><β>
in the flat d = 10 s–space with coordinates u<α>. An important role in formu-
lation of the GS–action plays the fact that 3–form H = dB is closed, dH = 0.
Because H is s–invariant the 2–form B changes on complete derivation under
s–transforms
δ⋆H = 0, δ⋆dB = dδ⋆B = 0, δ⋆B = dΛ,
where δ⋆ is dual to d, which ensures the s–invariance of the GS–action.
We generalize the action (60) for higher order anisotropic s–spaces by chang-
ing the flat vielbein l
<α>
<α> into the locally anisotropic, Ê
<α>
<α> , with a possible de-
pendence of the Lagrangian on scalar fields (see [87] for locally isotropic spaces),
I =
1
2
∫
d2z[
√−γγ e¨ı¨∂e¨u<α>∂ı¨u<β>(E<α><α>E<β><β>)η̂<α><β>+ (61)
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εe¨ı¨∂e¨u
<α>∂ı¨u
<β>E
<α>
<α>E
<β>
<β>B<α><β>+
V V e¨e¨ Ψ
|I|
γ e¨(∂e¨δ|I||J| + E
<α>
e¨ A|I||J|<α>)Ψ
|J|],
where P is a scalar function, γe¨ı¨ = V
e¨
e¨ V
i
ı¨ γe¨ı¨, V = det(V
e¨
e¨ ), u
<α> are coordinates
of the higher order anisotropic s–space and Ψ|J| are two dimensional (heterotic)
MW–fermions in the fundamental representation of the interior symmetry group
Gr.
As background s–fields we shall consider
E<α> = dû<β>E
<α>
<β> (z), B =
1
2
E<α>E<β>B<α><β>(z),
A|I||J| = A|I||J|<α>E
<α>,
where
E
<α>
a¨ ≡ ∂a¨u<α>E<α><α> = (Ê<α>a¨ , E<α>a¨ = E a¨a¨).
S–fields A|I||J| belong to the adjoint representation of the interior symmetry
group Gr.
The action (61) is invariant under transforms(
△E<α> ≡ △u<α>E<α><α>
)
:
△Ê<α> = 0,△E e¨ = 2(Γ<α>)e¨o¨Ê<α>e¨ V e¨e¨ ko¨o¨, (62)
△Ψ|I| = −(△E<α>)A|I||J|<α>Ψ|J |,△V e¨e¨ = −
1
2
(γe¨ı¨ + εe¨ı¨)M
o¨ı¨k
e¨
o¨,
where εe¨ı¨ is defined as a two–dimensional tensor, parameter k
e¨
<α> is anti–self–
dual as a two–vector, juggling of indices of d –dimensional Dirac matrices is
realized by using the d–dimensional matrix of charge conjugation and , for
simplicity, we can consider matrices (Γ<α>)
e¨o¨ as symmetric; we shall define
below the value M<α>ı¨.
The variation of action (61) under transforms (62) can be written as
△I =
∫
d2z
1
2
[eP△(V γ e¨ı¨)Ê<α>e¨ Ê
<β>
ı¨ η<α><β>+ (63)
△E o¨(eP (V γ e¨ı¨)Ê<α>e¨ Ê
<β>
ı¨ η<α><β>Do¨P − 2eP△(V γ e¨ı¨)E<α>e¨ E
<β>
ı¨ T<α>o¨<β>+
εe¨ı¨E
<α>
e¨ E
<β>
ı¨ H<α><β>o¨−VΨ|I|γ e¨Ψ|J|E<α>e¨ F<α>o¨|I||J|)+△(V V e¨e¨ )Ψ|I|γ e¨(De¨Ψ)|J|,
where De¨ is the Gr–covariant derivation and the torsion 2–form T<α>, the
strength 3–form H and the supersymmetric Yang–Mills strength 2–form F |I||J|
are respectively defined by relations
T<α> = dE<α> + E<β>Ω
<α>
<β> =
1
2
E<β>E<γ>T
<α>
<β><γ>,
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H = dB =
1
6
E<γ>E<β>E<α>H<α><β><γ>,
F |I||J| = dA|I||J| + A|I||K|A|K||J| =
1
2
E<β>E<γ>F
|I||J|
<β><γ>.
The variation of action (63) under transforms (63) vanishes if and only if
there are satisfied the next conditions:
1) 3–form H is closed under condition
(Γ<α>)e¨ı¨(Γ<α>)o¨u¨ + (Γ
<α>)ı¨o¨(Γ<α>)e¨u¨ + (Γ
<α>)o¨e¨(Γ<α>)ı¨u¨ = 0,
which holds for dimensions d = 3, 4, 6, 10;
2) there are imposed constraints
T̂
<α>
e¨ı¨ = −i(Γ̂<α>)e¨ı¨, η̂<γ>(<α>T̂<γ><β>)a¨ = η̂<α><β>Ba¨, F |I||J|e¨ı¨ = 0, (64)
F
|I||J|
<α>ı¨ = (Γ̂<α>)e¨ı¨w
e¨|I||J|, He¨ı¨o¨ = 0, He¨ı¨<α> = −ieP (Γ̂<α>)e¨ı¨,
Ĥu¨<α><β> = 2e
P (Γ<α>)
e¨
o¨(Γ<β>)
o¨
u¨He¨;
3) The coefficient M o¨ı¨ from (62) is taken in the form
M o¨ı¨ = 4iE o¨ı¨ − 4Ê ı¨<α>(Γ̂<α>)o¨u¨Hu¨ −Ψ|I|γ ı¨Ψ|J|wo¨|I||J|e−P ,
where
Du¨P + 2Hu¨ − 2Bu¨ = 0;
4) The last term in (63) vanishes because of conditions of chirality,
Ψ|I| = −γ5Ψ|I|.
In the locally isotropic s–gravity it is known [41, 82, 10] that s–field equa-
tions of type (64) are compatible with Bianchi identities and can be interpreted
as standard constraints defining supergravity in the superspace. Considering lo-
cally adapted to N–connections geometric objects end equations (64) we obtain
a variant of higher order anisotropic supergravity (see [106, 110, 111, 112] for
details on locally anisotropic supergravity) which for dimensions d = n+m = 10
contain, distinguished by the N–connection structure, motion equations of N=1
of higher order anisotropic supergravity and super–Yang–Mills matter.
The above presented constructions can be generalized in order to obtain a
variant of higher order anisotropic N=2, d = 10 supergravity from so–called IIB–
superstrings [45] (which, in our case, will be modified to be locally anisotropic).
To formulate the model we use a locally adapted s–vielbein 1–form E<α> =
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δu<α>E
<α>
<α> , a SO(1, 9)⊗ U(1) connection 1–form Ω<β><α>, a 2–form of complex
potential A and one real 4–form B. Strengths are defined in a standard manner:
T<α> = DE<α> = δE<α> + E<β>Ω
<α>
<β>, (65)
R
<β>
<α> = δΩ
<β>
<α> + Ω
<γ>
<α>Ω
<β>
<γ>,
F = δA, G = δB + AF −AF.
On the mass shell (on locally anisotropic spaces we shall consider distin-
guished metrics) ds–tensors (65) are expressed in terms of one scalar s–field
V ∈ SU(1, 1) :
V =
(
q s
u v
)
, qq − ss = 1.
Excluding a scalar by using the local U(1)–invariance we can use the first com-
ponents of complex s–fields (q, s) as physical scalar fields of the theory.
The constraints defining IIB supergravity in d = n +m = 10 higher order
anisotropic s–space contain equations (on every anisotropic ”shell”, in locally
adapted frames, they generalize constraints of IIB supergavity [52]):
T
ap
bp
←−
cp
←−
= T
ap
bp
−→
cp
−→
= 0, T
ap
bp
←−
cp
−→
= −iσapbp
←−
cp
−→
, T
ap
bp
←−
cp = T
ap
bp
−→
cp = 0, (66)
Fap
←−
bp
←−
cp
←−
= Fap
←−
bp
←−
cp
−→
= Fap
←−
bp
−→
cp
−→
= Fap
−→
bp
−→
cp
−→
= Fap bp
←−
cp
−→
= 0,
Fap bp
←−
cp
←−
= −iq(σap)bp
←−
cp
←−
, Fapbp cp
−→
= −q(σapbp)
dp
−→
cp
−→
Λdp
−→
,
Fap bp
−→
cp
−→
= −is(σap)bp
−→
cp
−→
, Fapbp cp
←−
= s(σapbp)
dp
←−
cp
←−
Λdp
←−
,
Hap bp
←−
cp
←−
= −i(q − s)(σap)bp
←−
cp
←−
, Hap bp
−→
cp
−→
= −i(q − s)(σap)bp
−→
cp
−→
,
Hapbp cp
−→
= −(q − s)(σapbp)
dp
−→
cp
−→
Λdp
−→
, Hap bp
−→
cp
−→
= −i(q − s)(σapbp)
dp
←−
cp
←−
Λdp
←−
,
where
(σapσbp)
dp
−→
cp
−→
= (σapbp)
dp
−→
cp
−→
+ ηapbpδ
dp
−→
cp
−→
, (67)
the same formula holds for ”←−”–underlined spinors, spinor Λdp−→ will be used
below for fixing of U(1) gauge and 3–form H ≡ F + F = δB˜ is real and closed
(this condition is crucial in the construction of the GS–action on the background
of IIB–supergravity, with respect to usual isotropic string model see [45]).
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The action (60) can be generalized for N=2 higher order anisotropic s–spaces
in this manner:
IS =
∫
d2z{√−γγ ı¨u¨P (q, s)Ê<α>ı¨ Ê
<β>
u¨ η̂<α><β> +
1
2
εı¨u¨E<α>ı¨ E
<β>
u¨ B˜<α><β>,
(68)
where P (q, s) is a function of scalar fields q and s, and
E
<α>
ı¨ ≡ ∂ı¨u<α>E<α><α> = (Ê<α>ı¨ , ..., E
ap
←−
ı¨ , ..., E
bp
−→
ı¨ , ...).
The variation of the Lagrangian in (67) under respective k–transforms of
type (62) can be written as
△L = √−γγ ı¨u¨PE<γ>ı¨ △E<β>T<δ><β><γ>E
<β>
u¨ η̂<δ><β>+ (69)
1
2
εı¨u¨E<γ>ı¨ E
<β>
u¨ △E<τ>H<τ><β><γ>+
1
2
[△(√−γγ ı¨u¨P ) +√−γγ ı¨u¨△P ]Ê<α>ı¨ Ê
<β>
u¨ η̂<α><β>.
Taking into account constraints (66) we can express variation (69) as
△L = ({−i(εı¨u¨γ e¨a¨(q − s) + γ ı¨u¨εe¨a¨P )Ê<γ>e¨ Ê<β>ı¨ (σ<β>σ<γ>)
δ←−
τ←−E
τ←−
u¨ ka¨ δ←−−
i[(−γ)−1/2εı¨u¨εe¨a¨(q − s) +√−γγ ı¨u¨γ e¨a¨P ]Ê<γ>e¨ Ê<β>ı¨ (σ<β>σ<γ>)
δ←−
τ←−E
τ←−
u¨ ka¨ δ←−+
Ê<γ>ı¨ (Ê
<β>
u¨ Ê
<α>
e¨ η̂<β><α>)(σ<γ>)
α←− β←−[εı¨u¨γ e¨a¨(q − s)Λ α←−+
(−γ)−1/2εı¨u¨εe¨a¨(q − s)Λ α←−]ka¨ β←−}+ h.c.)+
1
2
△(√−γγ ı¨u¨)Ê<γ>ı¨ Ê<β>u¨ η̂<γ><β>P +
1
2
√−γγ ı¨u¨Ê<γ>ı¨ Ê<β>u¨ η̂<γ><β>△P,
where h.c. denotes Hermitian conjugation.
Using relation (67) and fixing the U(1)–gauge as to have
P = q − s = q − s and △P = (q − s)(△E α←−Λ α←− −△E
α←−Λ α←−)
we can obtain zero values of the coefficients before (σapbp)–terms. The rest of
terms in △L vanish for a corresponding fixing of the variation △(√−γγ ı¨u¨).
So, in this section we have constructed a model of higher order anisotropic
IIB–superstring on the background of IIB supergravity with broken chiral U(1)–
subgroup of the supersymmetry SU(1, 1)–group of automorphisms of N =
2, d = n + m = 10 supergravity. We omit in this works calculus for super-
symmetric β–functions.
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9 Fermi Strings in Higher Order Anisotropic
Spaces
There are some types of Fermi strings in dependence of the number N=0,1,2,4
of supersymmetry generators (see, for instance, [54, 63, 64] for reviews and
basic references on this classification for locally isotropic strings). The aim of
this section is to present basic results on Fermi and heterotic strings on higher
order anisotropic backgrounds: the construction of actions and calculation of
superconformal anomalies.
We note that there are two possible interpretations of models considered in
this work. On one hand they can be considered as locally anisotropic super-
symmetric two dimensional supersymmetric nonlinear sigma models connected
with supergravity. Under quantization of such type theories the superconformal
invariance is broken; the two point functions of graviton and gravitino, com-
puted from the quantum effective action can became nontrivial in result (this
conclusion was made [1] for locally isotropic sigma models and, in general, holds
good for locally anisotropic generalizations). On the other hand our models can
be interpreted as Fermi strings on higher order anisotropic background. We
shall follow the second treatment.
The effective ”off–shell” action Γ for a (infinite) set of locally anisotropic
fields is introduced (in a manner similar to [39]) as
Γ[G,H, ...] =
∑
χ
eσ˜χ
∫
[Dγ
(e)
e¨ı¨ ][Du
<α>] exp(−I),
I =
1
2piα′
∫
d2z{1
2
√
γ(e)γa¨ı¨(e)∂a¨û
<α>∂ı¨û
<β>G<α><β>(u)+
εa¨ı¨∂a¨û
<α>∂ı¨û
<β>H<α><β>(u) + ...},
where dots are used instead of possible sources (with higher order derivations),
compatible with the reparametrization invariance, of another types of pertur-
bations and γ
(e)
e¨ı¨ is the Euclid two dimensional metric. In (69) we consider in
explicit form the components of locally anisotropic graviton and antisymmetric
d–tensor and, for simplicity, omit the dilaton field and topological considera-
tions.
The problem of calculation of Γ is split into two steps: the first is the
calculation of the effective action on an higher order anisotropic with fixed Euler
characteristic χ then the averaging on all metrics and topologies. In order to
solve the first task we shall compute
exp{−W [G,H, g]} =
∫
[Dη] exp{−I[u+ υ(z), g]}.
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Figure 1: The diagrams defining the conformal anomaly of a closed boson string
in a higher order anisotropic space
The general structure W is constructed from dimension and symmetry con-
siderations [85]
W = −β(u)
ε
∫
R(z)
√
γ(e)d
2z + γ(u)
∫
(R(z)
√
γ(e))z✷
−1
zz′(R(z)
√
γ(e))z′d
2zd2z′,
(73)
where the dimensional regularization (ε = 2 − d2 on world sheet), γ(e) is the
determinant of the two dimensional metric, R = Ra¨ı¨ a¨ı¨, one holds the relation
β(u) = 4γ(u) for dimensionless functions (we can computer them as perturba-
tions on α′) and note that the second term in (73) is the Weyl anomaly which
shall be computed by using normal locally adapted to N–connection coordinates
on higher order anisotropic space.
For a two–dimensional conformal flat two–dimensional, d2 = 2, metric γ
(e)
e¨ı¨
we find
γ
(e)
e¨ı¨ = e
2σδe¨ı¨, R (u) = −2e−2σ✷σ, γa¨ı¨(e) = e−2σδa¨ı¨, √γ(e) = e2σ.
From decomposition γ
(e)
e¨ı¨ = δe¨ı¨ + he¨ı¨ with respect to first and second order
terms on h we have√
γ(e)γa¨ı¨(e) = [1 + εσ(z) +
ε
2
(d− 4)σ2(z)]δa¨ı¨
when he¨ı¨ = 2σhe¨ı¨, h ≡ ha¨a¨ = 2σd(2). We give similar formulas for the frame
decomposition of two metric
e1/2ee¨e¨ = (1 +
1
2
εσ)δe¨e¨ , e
−1/2ee¨e¨ = (1− 1
2
εσ)δe¨e¨,
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which are necessary for dealing with spinors in curved spaces.
Transforming the quantum field ζ → √2piα′ζ,where ζ is the tangent d–
vector in the point u ∈ E<z> of the higher order anisotropic space and using
the conformal–flat part of the two dimensional metric we obtain this effective
action necessary for further calculations
Ieffint =
∫
d2z[
1
3
(2piα′)1/2εe¨ı¨H<α><β><γ>(u)∂e¨ζ
<α>∂ı¨ζ
<β>ζ<γ>+ (74)
2piα′
6
εσ(z)R<α><β><γ><δ>(u)∂e¨ζ
<α>∂e¨ζ
<δ>ζ<β>ζ<γ>+
1
2
εσ(z)∂e¨ζ
<α>∂e¨ζ
<α> +
2piα′
6
R<α><β><γ><δ>(u)∂e¨ζ
<α>∂e¨ζ
<δ>ζ<β>ζ<γ>+
2piα′
4
D<α>H<α><β><γ>(u)ε
e¨ı¨∂e¨ζ
<β>∂ı¨ζ
<γ>ζ<α>ζ<δ>,
where (u) higher order anisotropic space coordinates not depending on two
coordinates z. So, the anomaly in (74) takes the form
4ϑ
∫
d2z σ(z)✷σ(z) (73)
If σ˜ in (70) is the connection on topologies constant the first term in (17)
can be absorbed by the renormalization of this connection constant. The set of
two–loop diagrams defining (73) is illustrated in the figure 1. We note that we
must take into account tedpoles because of the compactness of the string world
sheet there are not infrared divergences.
In the one–loop approximation (figure 1) we find
β(1) =
1
24pi
(n+m1 + ... +mz), γ
(1) =
1
96pi
(n+m1 + ... +mz);
there is correspondence with classical results [85] if we consider a trivial distin-
guishing of the space–time dimension nE = n+m1 + ...+mz .
The two–loop terms (figure 1) from (73) are computed as
b) = −piα
′ε2R
3(2pi)6
∫
d2kσ(k)σ(−k)
∫
dd2pdd2q×
(p · k − p2)2(q · k − q2) + (p · k − p2)2(p · q)(q · k − q2)
p2(k − p)2q2(k − q)2 ,
c) =
piα′ε2R
3(2pi)4
G(0)
∫
d2kσ(k)σ(−k)
∫
dd2p
(p · k − p2)2
p2(k − p)2 ,
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d) = −piα
′ε2R
3(2pi)4
G(0)
∫
d2kσ(k)σ(−k)
∫
dd2p
(p · k − p2)2
p2(k − p)2 ,
e) + f) =
2ε2piα′H2<α><β><γ>
(2pi)6
εe¨ı¨εa¨u¨
∫
d2kσ(k)σ(−k)
∫
dd2pdd2q×
1
p2(k − p)2q2(k − p− q)2×
{(k · p− p
2)(k · q − q2)pe¨(k − q)ı¨(k − q)a¨qu¨
(k − q)2 +
(k · p− p2)2qe¨(k − q)ı¨qa¨(k − p)u¨
(k − p)2 },
where
σ(z) ≡ 1
(2pi)2
∫
d2pσ(p) exp(−ipx).
The contributions of tedpole nonvanishing diagrams mutually compensate.
The sum of the rest of contributions results in the anomaly
γ(2) =
α′
64pi
(−R + 1
3
H2) =
α′
64pi
(−R̂− 2
3
H2),
where H2 = H<α><β><γ>H
<α><β><γ> and R̂ is the scalar curvature with tor-
sion.
Computing W in the leading order on α′ for the closed boson string, it is not
difficult to find the effective action Γ for massless perturbations of the string
(of the metric G<α><β> and field H<α><β>) on the tree (χ = 2) level. Taking
into account the identity∫
(R(z)
√
γ(e))z✷
−1
zz′(R(z)
√
γ(e))z′d
2zd2z′ = 16pi
for the metric on sphere we find
Γ(0)[G,H ] ∼
∫
δnEu
(2piα′)nE/2
√
G(u)[1 +
α′
4
(−R + 1
3
H2)], (74)
where nE = n + m1 + ... + mz is the dimension of higher order anisotropic
space. Formula (74) generalizes for such type of spaces (scalar curvature R
and torsion H are for, distinguished by N–connection, on la–space) of that
presented in [27, 28]. The cosmological constant in (74) arises due to the taxion
modes in the spectrum of boson strings and is absent for superstrings. From
vanishing of β–functions for R̂ and tacking into account the contributions of
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reparametrization ghosts [85] into the anomaly of boson string we obtain into
the leading approximation
β =
nE − 8
24pi
+
α′
16pi
(−R̂− 2
3
H2) + ...,
γ =
nE − 26
96pi
+
α′
64pi
(−R̂− 2
3
H2) + ....
In consequence, the correction to the critical dimension is
Dc = 26 + α
′H2 +O([α′]2). (75)
We emphasize that torsion in (75) can be interpreted in a different manner that
in the case of locally isotropic theories where H... is considered as an antisym-
metric strength of a specific gauge field (see the Wess–Zumino–Witten model
[124, 127]). For locally anisotropic spaces we suggested the idea that the H...–
terms are induced by the distinguished components of torsions of, in our case,
higher order anisotropic spaces.
✣✢
✤✜HH
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
Figure 2: The diagrams defining supergravitational and superconformal anoma-
lies in the theory of higher order anisotropic superstrings
The presented in this section constructions can be generalized for the case
of N=1 and N=2 higher order anisotropic Fermi strings. Let decompose action
IS[e
e¨
e¨, u+ ζ(z), ψ(z)] to within forth order on quantum fields ζ
<α> and ψ<α>e¨ (z).
After redefinition ζ →√2piα′ζ, ψ→ e−1/4√2piα′ψ we obtain the next additional
to (72) term:
IF (int) =
∫
d2z[
i
4
εσψ
<α>
γ e¨∂e¨ψ
<α>−
i
2
√
2piα′(1− ε
2
σ)H<α><β><γ>ψ
<α>
γ e¨(∂e¨ζ
<γ>)ψ<β>+
i
piα′
2
(1 +
ε
2
σ)R<α><β><γ><δ>ψ
<α>
γ e¨(∂e¨ζ
<δ>)ψ<β>ζ<γ>+
piα′
16
R̂<α><β><γ><δ>ψ
<α>
(1 + γ5)ψ
<γ>ψ
<β>
(1 + γ5)ψ
<δ>].
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Fixing the gauges
N = 1 : e
e¨
e¨ = e
σδ
e¨
e¨ ψe¨ =
1
2
γe¨λ,
N = 2 : e
e¨
e¨ = e
σδ
e¨
e¨ ψe¨ =
1
2
γe¨λ, A
e¨ =
1
2
εe¨u¨∂u¨ρ,
where λ is the Maiorana (N = 1 ) or Dirac (N = 2 ) spinor. Because of super-
symmetry it is enough [39] to computer only the coefficient before Weyl anomaly
in order to get the superconformal anomalies. The one–loop results are
N = 1 : β(1) =
nE
16pi
, γ(1) =
nE
64pi
,
N = 2 : β(1) =
nE
8pi
, γ(1) =
nE
32pi
,
from which, taking into account the reparametrization and superconformal
ghosts we obtain these values of critical dimension (γ = 0) :
N = 1 : β
(1)
t =
nE − 2
16pi
, γ(1) =
nE − 10
64pi
,
N = 2 : β(1) =
nE
8pi
, γ(1) =
nE − 2
32pi
.
From formal point of view in the two–loop approximation we must consider
diagrams b)–m) from fig. 2. By straightforward calculations by using methods
similar to those presented in [39] we conclude that all two–loop contributions
b)–m) vanish. In result we conclude that for Fermi strings one holds the next
formulas:
N = 1 : β =
nE − 2
16pi
− α
′H2
24pi
+ ..., γ =
nE − 10
64pi
− α
′H2
96pi
,
N = 2 : β =
nE
8pi
− α
′H2
24pi
+ ..., γ =
nE − 2
32pi
− α
′H2
96pi
or
N = 1 : Dc = 10 +
2
3
α′H2 + ...,
N = 2 : Dc = 2 +
1
3
α′H2...
in the leading order on α′.
Finally, we note that because H2 contains components of N–connection and
torsion of d–connection on higher order anisotropic space we conclude that a
possible local anisotropy of space–time can change the critical dimension of
Fermi strings.
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10 Anomalies in Locally Anisotropic σ–Models
Anomalies in quantum field theories are considered beginning with works [2] and
[17]. Conformal and gravitational anomalies have been analyzed in [32, 37, 3]
(see also reviews [129, 80, 63, 64, 44]). The aim of this section is to investigate
anomalies in higher order anisotropic (1,0)–superspaces.
10.1 One–loop calculus
Supergravitational and conform anomalies of heterotic locally anisotropic σ–
models connected with (1,0) higher order anisotropic supergravity are defined
by the finite (anomaly) parts of diagrams of self–energy type (fig. 2). In order to
compute anomalies it is necessary to consider all the vertexes of the theory with
no more than the linear dependence on potentials H=+ , H
‡
= (see subsection 6.2
and section 9 for denotations on higher order anisotropic heterotic superstrings).
We consider this ”effective” action (without ghosts):
I = I0 + Iint, Iint = I
′
0 + I1, (76)
where
I0 = −
∫
d3z−[iD+ζ
<α>∂=ζ
<β>ĝ<α><β> + χ
|I|
−D+χ
|I|
− ],
I ′0 = −
1
2
∫
d3z−{iD+ζ<α>∂=ζ<β>(ζ<γ>Â<γ><α><β>+
ζ<δ>ζ<γ>B̂<δ><γ><α><β> + ζ
<ε>ζ<δ>ζ<γ>D̂<ε><δ><γ><α><β>+
ζ<τ>ζ<ε>ζ<δ>ζ<γ>M̂<ε><δ><γ><τ><α><β>) + χ
|I|
(−)χ
|J |
(−)D+ζ
<β>×
(ζ<α>Ĉ
|I||J |
<α><β> + ζ
<γ>ζ<α>Ê
|I||J |
<γ><α><β> + ζ
<ε>ζ<γ>ζ<α>K̂
|I||J |
<ε><γ><α><β>),
I1 = −1
2
∫
d3z−{(ĝ<α><β> + ζ<γ>Â<γ><α><β>+
ζ<δ>ζ<γ>B̂<δ><γ><α><β> + ζ
<ε>ζ<δ>ζ<γ>D̂<ε><δ><γ><α><β>+
ζ<τ>ζ<ε>ζ<δ>ζ<γ>M̂<ε><δ><γ><τ><α><β>) + [iH
=
+∂=ζ
<α>∂=ζ
<β>+
1
2
D+ζ
<α>(D+H
‡
=)D+ζ
<β> + i(D+ζ
<α>)H‡=(∂‡ζ
<β>)]+
χ
|I|
(−)H
=
+∂=χ
|J |
(−) + χ
|I|
(−)χ
|J |
(−)H
=
+∂=ζ
<β>×
(ζ<α>Ĉ
|I||J |
<α><β> + ζ
<γ>ζ<α>Ê
|I||J |
<γ><α><β> + ζ
<ε>ζ<γ>ζ<α>K̂
|I||J |
<ε><γ><α><β>)+
i
4pi
6∑
p
1
p!
ζ<α1>...ζ<αp>D̂<α1>...D̂<αp>Φ(D+∂‡H‡= + ∂2=H=+)},
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where
Â<γ><α><β> =
2
3
Ĥ<γ><α><β>,
B̂<δ><γ><α><β> =
1
3
R̂<δ><α><β><γ> +
1
2
D̂<δ>Ĥ<γ><α><β>,
D̂<ε><δ><γ><α><β> = 1
5
D̂<ε>D̂<δ>Ĥ<γ><α><β>+
1
6
D̂<ε>R̂<δ><α><β><γ> + 2
15
R<τ><δ><ε>[<α>Ĥ<β>]<γ><τ>,
M̂<ε><δ><γ><τ><α><β> =
1
20
D̂<ε>D̂<δ>R̂<γ><α><β><τ>+
2
45
R̂<β><τ><γ><ϑ>R
<ϑ>
<δ><ε><α> + D̂<ε>D̂<δ>D̂<γ>Ĥ<τ><α><β>+
1
18
D̂<ε>R̂<ϑ><γ><δ>[<α>Ĥ<β>]<τ><ϑ> +
1
9
D̂<γ>Ĥ<τ><ϑ>[<α>R̂<ϑ>|<δ><ε>|<β>],
Ĉ
|I||J |
<α><β> = −
1
2
F̂
|I||J |
<α><β>, Ê
|I||J |
<γ><α><β> = −
1
3
D̂<γ>F̂ |I||J |<α><β>,
K̂
|I||J |
<ε><γ><α><β> = −
1
24
(3D̂<ε>D̂<γ>F̂ |I||J |<α><β> + F̂ |I||J |<ε><τ>R<τ><α><γ><β>.
For simplicity, in this section we shall omit tilde ”˜” over geometric objects (such
as curvatures and torsions computed for Christoffel distinguished symbols (39))
but maintain hats ”̂” in order to point out even components on the s–space).
We write the supergravitational anomaly in this general form (see [124] for
locally isotropic models):
1
32pi
∫
d3z−{γ1D+H=+
∂4=
✷
H=+ − iγ2D+H‡=
∂3=
✷
H‡=},
where background depending coefficients will be defined from a perturbation
calculus on α′ by using (76).
✣✢
✤✜
HH
pp
∂= ∂=
∂= ∂=
Figure 3: (1, 0) supergraf defining the one–loop anomaly
For computation of supergrafs we use a standard techniques [40] of reducing
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✣✢
✤✜
H‡=H
‡
=
∂‡ ∂‡
D+
✣✢
✤✜
H=+H
=
+
∂2= ∂=
∂=
✣✢
✤✜
H=+H
=
+
∂= ∂=
∂= ∂=
Figure 4: (1, 0) supergrafs defining the one–loop dilaton contribution to the
anomaly
✣✢
✤✜
H‡=H
=
+
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
Figure 5: The diagrams being unessential for calculation of anomalies
to integrals in momentum space which is standard practice in quantum field
theory. For instance, the one loop diagram corresponding to figure 3 is computed
1
(2pi)2
∫
d2k
k2=(k= + p=)
2
k2(k + p)2
= − i
24pi
p4=
p2
.
Diagrams of type illustrated on fig. 4 give rise only to local contributions in the
anomaly and are not considered because of dimensional considerations.
✣✢
✤✜
✣✢
✤✜D+ B ∂=
a)
✣✢
✤✜
✣✢
✤✜D+ B
∂= b)
Figure 6: B–depending two–loop corrections to the anomaly
We note that comparing with similar locally isotropic results [64] the torsions
H ·· are generated by components of the distinguished torsion of the higher order
anisotropic background.
10.2 Two–loop calculus
The two–loop B–depending corrections to the anomaly are defined by diagrams
illustrated in fig. 6. The one–loop results including ghosts (56) are similar to
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locally isotropic ones [40]. Thus we present a brief summary (we must take into
account the splitting of dimensions in higher order anisotropic spaces):
W 1−loopeff =
1
96pi
∫
d3z−{(n +m1 + ... +mz − 26 + NE
2
)D+H
=
+
∂4=
✷
H=+−
3i
2
(n+m1 + ... +mz − 10)D+H‡=
∂3‡
✷
H‡=}. (77)
If the action (77) is completed by local conterterms
H=+✷H
‡
=, S∂
2
=H
=
+ , S∂‡D+H
‡
=, S∂=D+S
and conditions NE − (n+m1+ ...+mz) = 22 and γ1 = γ2 ≡ γ are satisfied, we
obtain from (77) a gauge invariant action:
Weff +Wloc =
1
16pi
(n +m1 + ...+mz − 10)
∫
d3z−Σ+(
D+
✷
)Σ+, (78)
The action (78) is the conformal anomaly of our model (Σ+ depends on S).
The critical parameters of the higher order anisotropic heterotic string
n +m1 + ... +mz = 10 and NE = 32
make up the conditions of cancelation of it anomalies (the original locally
isotropic result was obtained in [46]). We can also compute and add the one–
loop dilaton (see fig. 5) contribution to (78):
W
(1,Φ)
eff =
D2Φ
128pi2
∫
d3z−[iD+H
‡
=
∂3‡
✷
H‡= −D+H=+
∂4=
✷
H=+ ],
γ(1,Φ) = − 1
4pi
D2Φ.
computed
a) = I1(p) =
∫ d2kd2q
16pi4
q2=(q= + p=)(k= + p=)
(q2 − µ2)[(q + p)2 − µ2]×
k2
(k2 − µ2)[(k + p)2 − µ2] =
1
64pi2
p4=
p2
+O
(
µ2
)
,
b) = I2(p) =
∫
d2kd2q
16pi4
q=(q= + p=)
(q2 − µ2)[(q + p)2 − µ2]×
k2(k= + p=)
2
(k2 − µ2)[(k + p)2 − µ2] = −
1
32pi2
p4=
p2
+O
(
µ2
)
,
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✣✢
✤✜
D+
a)
∂= D+
∂=
✣✢
✤✜
b)
∂=
∂=D+
D+
✣✢
✤✜
c)
∂= D+
D+ ∂=
✣✢
✤✜
d)
D+ ∂=
D+ ∂=
✣✢
✤✜
e)
D+ ∂=
D+∂=
✣✢
✤✜
f)
D+
∂=
∂= D+
✣✢
✤✜
i)
D+ ∂=
∂= D+
✣✢
✤✜✝ ✆
j)
∂=
D+
∂=
D+
✣✢
✤✜✝ ✆
k)
D+ D+
∂=
∂=
✣✢
✤✜✝ ✆
l)
D+
∂=
D+
∂=
✣✢
✤✜✝ ✆
m)
D+ D+
∂= ∂=
Figure 7: A2–depending two–loop corrections to the anomaly
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where the mass parameter µ2 is used as a infrared regulator.
Two–loop A2–dependent diagrams are illustrated in fig. 7. The supergrafs
f),i) and j) are given by the momentum integral If = Ii = Ij = I(p) :
I(p) =
∫
d2kd2q
(2pi)4
k=q=(k= + q= + p=)
2
k2q2(k + q + p)2
=
p4=
96pi2p2
;
to this integral there are also proportional the anomaly parts of diagrams a)-
e),k),l) and m). The rest of possible A2–type diagrams do not contribute to the
anomaly part of the effective action. After a straightforward computation of
two loop diagrams we have
γ2−loop =
1
16pi
(−R˜ + 1
3
H2);
there are not dilaton contributions in the two–loop approximation.
The anomaly coefficient γ is connected with the central charge of Virasoro
superalgebra of heterotic string on the background of massless modes (under the
conditions of vanishing of β-functions or, equivalently, if the motion equations
are satisfied, see [99, 100, 97, 84, 35, 81, 25]):
2γ + α′ (D<β>Φ)2 = β˜Φ ≡ βΦ − 1
4
βg<α><β>g
<α><β> =
n+m1 + ... +mz − 10
2
+
α′
2
Leff ,
< T >−=
1
4pi
β˜ΦΣ+ + ...,
where < T >−is the averaged supertrace, β
g
<α><β> is the metric β-function, β˜
Φ
is the dilaton β-function and by dots there are denoted the terms vanishing on
the motion equations. We note that the β-functions and effective Lagrangian
are defined in the string theory only with the exactness of redefinition of fields
[25]. From a standard calculus according the perturbation theory on α′ we have
βg<α><β> = α
′(R˜<α><β> −H2<α><β>)
and
S
(0)
eff ≡
∫
d10X
√
|g|L(0)eff =
1
2
∫
d10X
√
|g|{−R˜− 4D2Φ+ 4(D<α>Φ)2 + 1
3
H2},
where
H2<α><β> ≡ H<α><γ><δ>H <γ><δ><β> ,
which is a higher order anisotropic generalization of models developed in [20,
31, 18].
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11 Discussion and Conclusions
We have explicitly constructed a new class of superspaces with higher order
anisotropy. The status of the results in this work and the relevant open questions
are discussed as follows.
From the generally mathematical point of view it is possible a definition
of a supersymmetric differential geometric structure imbedding both type of
supersymmetric extensions of Finsler and Lagrange geometry as well various
Kaluza–Klein superspaces. The first type of superspaces, considered as lo-
cally anisotropic, are characterized by nontrivial nonlinear connection struc-
tures and corresponding distinguishing of geometric objects and basic struc-
ture equations. The second type as a rule is associated to trivial nonlinear
connections and higher order dimensions. A substantial interest for further
considerations presents the investigations of physical consequences of models of
field interactions on higher and/or lower dimensional superspaces provided with
N–connection structure.
It worth noticing that higher order derivative theories are one of currently
central division in modern theoretical and mathematical physics. It is necessary
a rigorous formulation of the geometric background for developing of higher or-
der analytic mechanics and corresponding extensions to classical quantum field
theories. Our results not only contain a supersymmetric extension of higher or-
der fiber bundle geometry, but also propose a general approach to the ”physics”
with local anisotropic interactions. The elaborated in this work formalism of
distinguished vector superbundles highlights a scheme by which supergravita-
tional and superstring theories with higher order anisotropy can be constructed.
To develop in a straightforward manner self–consistent physical theories,
define local conservation laws,give a corresponding treatment of geometrical
objects and so on, on different extensions on Finsler spaces with nonlinear
structure of metric form and of connections, torsions and curvatures is a highly
conjectural task. Only the approach on modeling of geometric models of the
mentioned type (super)spaces on vector (super)bundles provided with compat-
ible nonlinear and distinguished connections and metric structures make ”visi-
ble” the possibility (see, for instance, [75, 76, 102, 113, 103, 104, 105, 109, 112]),
manner of elaboration, as well common features and differences of models of
fundamental physical fields with generic locally anisotropic interactions. From
viewpoint of the string theory fundamental ideas only some primarily changes
in established material have been introduced in this work. But we did not try
to a simple straightforward repetition of standard material in context of some
sophisticate geometries. Our main purposes were to illustrate that the higher
order anisotropic supergravity is also naturally contained in the framework of
low energy superstring dynamics and to develop a corresponding geometric and
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computational technique for supersymmetric sigma models in locally anisotropic
backgrounds.
The above elaborated methods of perturbative calculus of anomalies of het-
rotic sigma models in higher order anisotropic superspaces, as a matter of prin-
ciple, can be used in every finite order on α′ (for instance, by using the de-
composition (76) for effective action we can, in a similar manner as for one-
and two–loop calculations presented in section 10, find corrections of anomalies
up to fifth order inclusive) and are compatible with the well known results for
locally isotropic strings and sigma models. We omit such considerations in this
work.
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